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GRAIN; see cLE.\~ CRAIN 
GRAVEL; see BEACH PROTECTIO~; BEACHES 
AND RIVER BEDS; HICHWAY IMPROVE· 
ME~T; ~IINI:'\'C ; MU~ICIPAL 
GUARANTEE CO:.\IPANIES SECVRI-
TIES; sec also INSURA~CE 
Bonds of guarantee, interim receipt ir. lieu 
of, 3227 
Justification not required, 3227 
Substituted for other bonds, 3227 
Taken in lieu of bond with surities, 3227 
Guarantee company, defined, 3227 
Bond of, taken by officers of Court, 3227 
Guarantee contract, when furnished, 3227 
lr;terim receipt, accepted in lieu of p<>licy, 
422~ 
Of company, accepted in lieu of bond. 
3227 
Judge may accept bond of guarantee com· 
pany.3227 
:.\[ay direct substitutions, 3227 
Order-in-Council, laying before Assembly, 
3227 
Publication, appro\~ng of company, 3227 
GUARANTY; see STATUTE OF FRAUDS 
GUARDIAN; see coxvEYAXCINC A:'iD LAW 
OF PROPERTY; DEVOLUTION Of ES· 
TATES; I~FANTS; JUDICATURE; L.o\~D 
TITLES: OFFICIAL GUARDIA:\; PART I· 
T!ON; QUIETING TITLES; SEDUC"JIO:'\'; 
Sv~ROCATE COURTS 
GLIDES; see cA~IE Al\D FISHERIES: PRO' 
VI:->C!AL PARKS 
GUNPOWDER; see EXPLOSI\"ES; :IIUNI· 
CIPAL 
GUNS; see FOREST FmEs PREVE:->TION; 
CAME AND FISHERIES; MUNICIPAL 
HABEAS CORPVS; see also FnAUDULE:'iT 
DEBTORS ARREST 
Appeal, right of complainant to, 1608 
HALIBURTON 
------
Certiorari, in aid of writ, 1608 
What required under, 1608 
Committal, when ordered, 1607 
Contempt, committal for, 1607 
Disobedience of \IT it, 1607 
Court, jurisdiction, 1607 
Of appeal, adjournment of application 
for hearing before, 1607 
Right of complainant to appeal to, 1607 
Discharge, when may be ordered, 1609 
Gaol, committal to, 1607 
Habeas Corpus Juratorum, see JURORS 
Judicature Act, referred to, 1609 
Order on return, appeal from remand, 1608 
Certificate of Court of :\ppeal, 1608 
Discretion of Court as to, 1608 
R.-cognizance, when required. 160ll 
Return of \1-rit, before whom made, 1608 
Inquiry as to truth of, 1608 
~nen made, 1608 
nuJes, powers of Judj!CS tO make, 1607 
~'rit, adjournment of application for 
hearing berore Court of r\ppeal, 1607 
Appeal of, 1608 
Application for, 1607 
Of Act to writ, 1609 
Certiorari in aid of. 1608 
Disobedience to, 1607 
Examination into e\-idence as to returu. 
1608 
Procedure on ret urn, 1608 
Sen·icc of, 1607 
Warrant for contempt, 1607 
When Court may amend, 1607 
JIAIRDRESSER: see APPRE:-;TICESIIIP; I UB· 
LIC HEALTH 
H.\UBURTO~; see also ASSIGN)tE:->TS A:-ID 
PREFERENCES; BILLS OF SALE A~D 
CHATTEL ~IORTCACE; COLOXIZATI0;-1 
ROADS; TERRITOJU.U DIVIStO:'i; WOOD· 
MEN'S LIEN FOR W.\CES 
Administration of J ustice expenses, 69 
Appeals, from courts of revision, 69 
To General Sessions, 67 
Assessment Act, referred to, 69 
Assessment, appeals, 69 
289 
liALIB lllt'.:..l'~O.:.,:N:.__ ____ --,-_______ ----
By-laws, vote on, 70 
Crist mills, 70 
Railways, 67 
~Ioney, 70 
Compensation, payable b) city to county, 69 
Constables, appointment, 68 
Continuation School gr::mts, 71 
Continuation Schools Act, referred to, 71 
Convictions, rrturns or, 68 
Corporation, rights, powers, 67 
Council, place of meetings, 67 
Rights, powers, etc., of, 67 
Court House, maintenance of, 69 
Courts, union with Victoria, 67 
Education of county pupils, 71 
Gaols, appointment of gaolers, 68 
Commiualto, 6!1 
Confinement in, 68 
Erection of, 68 
i\lnintenance of, 69 
Salary of gnoler, 68 
To be common gaols, 68 
General Sessions, appenl5 to, 67 
Justices of the Peace, 67 
Gri-t ~I ills, 69, 70 
Villages, powers of, 69, 70 
HALLS; see EGRESS FROM PUBLIC BUILD-
IXCS; ELECTIO:ot; MUNICIPAL; PUBLIC 
HEALTH; THEATRES AND Clr-iEM ATO• 
GRAPHS; TICKET SPECULATION 
HARBOURS; see MUNICIPAL; PUDLIC 
LANDS; WHARFS Al'iD HARBOURS 
liARD LABOUR; see INTERPRETATION 
HAWKERS; see MUNICIPAL 
IJEALTH; see ANATOMY; DRUCLESS l'RAC· 
TITIONERS; FA CTORY, SHOP AND OF• 
FICE BUILDING; HOSPITALS; MUNI• 
CrPALj PUilLIC': IlEAL Til j VACCINA• 
TION; VE NEREAL DISEASES 
HEALTH, l\1IN1STER OF; sec EXECUTIVE 
COUNCIL; LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY; 
PUilLIC IIEALTU 
High School grants, liability for equivalent 
IIEBREWS; sec ~IAMIACE; nELICIOUS IN· 
STITUTtONS 
of, 71 
1/iglt Schools Act, referred tu. il 
Judicial purposes, 67 
Jurors, selection of, 67 
Justices of the Peace, appeals from, 67 
Committals to gaol by, 68 
In general sessions, 67 
Returns of convictions by, 68 
Law As;ocia tion, contribution by, 69 
Liabilities, or corporation , 67 
Licut.·Cov., approval of by-fa w3, 67 
Direction re gaols, 68 
Rcgi~try office fixed by, 69 
~linister of Public Works and !Iighways, 68 
lllunicipal Act, referred to, 69,70 
Power~ of corporntion, 67 
Registry office, meetings of council, 67 
!'lace of, 69 
Rights of corporation, 67 
Sheri fT. tel appoint g:~olcr, 68 
Townships, powers of, 69, 70 
\'ictoria, union "ith, 67 
IIELIU~I; see :-ATURAL CAS co:ssr.nvATION 
HER E.\rfER; see I:STERPRETATION 
II EREJN ; see ll'TERPitETATION 
HERETOFORE ; see INTERJ>RETATION 
HER ;\[AJESTY; see INTErtPRETATION 
HICII CONSTAnLE; see coNSTABLES 
ll!Cll SCHOOLS; see also ASSE~MENT; 
DEPAilTMEl'IT OF EDUCATIO!\ ; DIVISION 
COUJtTS; IIALIU UilTO:S; INTERPRET A· 
TION; J UDICATURE; MUNICIPAL 
Advisory officer!', appointment of, 4547 
Duties of, 4547 




Effect of absence of between teacher and 
board, 4547 
Teacher refusing to carry out, 4517 
Execution between teacher and board, 
4546 
Agricultural department, county grants to, 
4537 
Agriculture, appointment of instructors, 
4521 
Duties of instructors, 4521 
Funds for instruction in, 4521 
Instruction in, 4521 
Qualifications of instructors, 4521 
Regulations re instruction in, 4521 
Annual report, boards, 4528 
Form of boards, 4528 
Arrears of taxes, re qualification of trus· 
tees, 4522 
Athlo::tic.;~, gnmL:; for, 4521 
Auditors, assist:lnce by board, 4552 
Duties of, 4526 
Banks, penny savings, object and purpose 
of, 4528 
Board, annual estimates re county pupils, 
4533 
Annual report of, 4528 
Application for debenture issue, 4539 
Appointment of advisory officers, 4547 
Award of free scholarships by, 4531 
Calling first meeting of, 4520 
Character of re investments, 4532 
Constitution of, 4522 
Contributions by to pension fund , 4532 
Date of first meeting, 4525 
Defined, 4516 
Out ies of, 4526 
Re assistance of auditors, 4552 
Conduct of schools, 4526 
Estimates, 4527 
Gymnasium classes, 4527 
Payment of gratuities, 4527 
Playgrounds, 4526 
Pupils accommodation, 4526 
Fees, 4527 
Rinks,4526 
School buildings, 4527 
HIGH SCHOOLS 
Treasurers security, 4527 
Electiotl of chairman of, 4525 
Establishment of examination centres, 
4543 
Of pension fund by, 4531 
Of ,·ocational schools, 4526 
First meeting of, 4525 
Liability for failin~ to take treasurers 
security, 4551 
Powers of, 4526 
Affording transportation, 4527 
Leasing property, 4530 
Scholarships, 4531 
Selling property, 4530 
Sites, 4530 
Transfering property, 4530 
Quorum at meetings of, 4525 
Time of first meeting, 4525 
Title of, 4518 
Vesting property in, 1530 
Board of examiners, additional appoint-
ments to, 4544 
Appointment by, 45~5 
By township areas, 45·14 
During suspension, 45-13 
To in counties without school, 45-14 
Constitution in counties, 4544 
Tn territorial districts, 4545 
Discretion of, 4542 
Expenses of, 45-15 
Holding examinations, 4542 
In territorial districts, 4545 
Suspension of members of, 4543 
IJoundaries, change of, 4519 
Effect of change of, 4519 
By-laws, county annexation, 4519 
County re county pupils, 4533 
Debenture, 4539 
Detaching municipality from school dis· 
trict, 4519 
Dissol\'ing union, 4519 
Effect of detaching, 4519 
Establishing new high school districts, 
4519 
School district in territorial districts, 
4520 




Di•solvin~ union, 4519 
Cadet curps, estaLiishmcnt of, 4521 
Chairman. election of, 4525 
l~qualitr of votes on election of, 4526 
Cities, admission of county pupils, 4523 
Appointment of tru~tccs in, 4323 
Estahli~luncnt of high school in, 4521 
Hctirement of trustees by rotation, 4523 
Collegiate institutes, raising high school 
to rank of. 4521 
ReJuciog rank to high scholll, 4321 
Consultative committee, constitution of, 4537 
Dircctions to, 4538 
Duties of, 4537 
EITcct of recommendations of, 4533 
Reports of, 4538 
E>taLlisltment of, 4537 
Functions of, 4537 
Suppl) in:; data to, 1538 
Cunlinuation Schools Acl, refurcd to, 4519, 
-1530 
Cost-, cli~putes between count) ancl, honrd, 
4530 
County centres, cstablislm1cnt of, 4545 
Council. appointment of trustees by, 4522 
Juclgc. defined,4516 
Pn) mcnt to board of fees expended, 452') 
Pupils. adjustment of cost •Jf, 4533 
Admission to city school, 4523 
To town school, 4523 
.\nnual estimate of cost of,4533 
llasis of calculating cost of. 4533 
Of le\)' for rate for, 4536 
ll>·laws respecting. 4533 
Calculating net cost per diem, 453t 
Computation of cost of education, 4532 
Cost of education of, 4532 
When school in sepnrated muni· 
cipality, 4535 
Defined. 4516 
Determination of dispute re cost of, 4535 
Le\')' for cost of, 4533 
Limitation of per cnpila cost, 4537 
O•erpayment of cost of, 4533 
Payment of cost of, ~532 
Procedure on dispute rc cost, 4335 
Providing for cost of, 4536 
292 
Rebate of cost of. 4533 
Total cost defined, 4534 
Underpayment of cost of, 4533 
What schools open to, 4542 
When county not liable for costs, 4536 
Where levy not to be made, 4537 
Time for payment to hoard, 4529 
Courses of study, regulations respecting, 
4521 
Debentures, application for issue of, 4539 
Apportionment of liability for, 4539 
Appro,'al of application for, 4539 
Assumption of liability hy local muni· 
cipality, 4510 
By-law for issuance of, 4539 
Contribution~ to issuing municipality,4539 
Issuance for permanent improvements, 
4538 
Levy for payments of, 4538 
Liability of land for. 4519 
:'llajority of council defined, 4510 
:'I lode of is~uance, 4539 
Submiuing to electoral vote, 4539 
Term of, 4540 
Dental inspection, payment of cost of, 4529 
Providing for, 4529 
DepartmC'nt: drlinrd,4516 
Departmrnt of Education Act, referred to, 
4517 
Disputes, adjuclieation re cost of county 
pupils, 4535 
Between county nnd board, 4530 
Teacher and board re salary, 4547 
Costs of between county and board, 4530 
or reference, 4536 
Procedure rc cost of county pupil~, 4535 
Division Court, apr1eals from re salaries, 
45~j 
Jurisd iction to hear di,putes, 4547 
Employees, basis of retiring allowance, 4548 
Contribution to pen~ion fund. 4531 
Retiring allowance of, 4548 
Entrance examination. appro\·al of rcsolu· 
tion dispensing with, 4543 
Centres in counties, 4543 
Expenses of, 45·15 
Fees of candidates, 4545 
Ent~ance examination, cont'd 
Notice of establishing centres for, 4544 
Resolution dispensing with, 4543 
Estimates, duties of board respecting, 452i 
What must show, 4527 
Examination centres, establishment in ter· 
ritorial districts, 4546 
Expenses, orders of board for payment of, 
4527 
Fees, agreement respecting, 45-H 
Certification of pupils, 4528 
Examination, 4545 
Fixing amount of, 4527 
Time of payment of, 4527 
Payment of, 4541 
Pupils, 45-H 
Scale of, 4541 
Grants, athletics, 4521 
School games, 4521 
Gratuities, orders of board for payment of, 
4527 
Gymnasium classes, establishment of, 4527 
Operation of, 4527 
High school, defined, 4516 
Districts, appointments to board of ex· 
aminers, 45•~-1-
By-law discontinuing, 4519 
Establishing in districts, 4520 
New, 4520 
Calling first meeting of board, 4520 
Collection of rates in, 4538 
Comprising whole county, 4519 
C'Jntinuation of existing, 4518 
Defined, 4516 
Establishment in cities, 4521 
In separated towns, 4521 
Levy for rates in, 4538 
Municipal, 4520 
Operation of by-law respecting, 4519 
Powers of trustees, 4520 
Term of office of trustees, 4518 
T9wnships, 4520 
Adjacent to certain cities, 4520 
Validating formation of, 4518 
Yillage, 4520 
Inspector, suspension of teacher's certific-
ate by, 4547 
HIGH SCHOOLS 
Lower school of, 4543 
Middle school of, 4543 
Iligh schools, admission to, 4542 
Admission to night classes, 4542 
County grant in aid, 4540 
Discontinuance of, 4530 
Establishment of additional, 4521 
Property on discontinuance, 4530 
Raising additional funds for, 4540 
Rank to collegiate institute, 4521 
Reducing rank of collegiate institutes to, 
4521 
When to be free, 4541 
ln\'estments, authorized, 4532 
"Pension fund , 4532 
Judgc,defined, 4516 
Of county court, determinating disputes 
between county and board, 4530 
J nnior high school entrance examination, 
appointment of examiners, 4543 
Defined, 45~3 
Qualification of examiners, 4543 
Libel, actions for again•t officers, 4529 
Actions for against teachers, 4529 
Life insurance, pro,·iding for ofiicers, 4528 
Pro\·iding for teachers, 4528 
::\[aintcnance. apportioning additional funds 
for, 4540 
Defined, 4516 
::'l!unicipal grants for school, 4541 
Payment of funds for, 4540 
Raising additional funds for, 45-10 
~ [edical inspection, payment of cost of, 4529 
Pro\'iding, 4529 
~Icetings. appoin tment of secretary pro 
tempore, 4523 
Chairman at firs t, 4526 
Date of first, 4525 
Duties of board respecting. 4526 
Effect of equality of votes, 4526 
Election of chairman at, first, 4528 
Of secretary, 4525 
Of treasurer, 4525 
Equality of votes on election of chair· 
man, 4526 
First of board, 4520, 4525 





Time of first board, 4525 
Vote of presiding officer, 4526 
!'diddle school, examinations for entrance, 
to, 4543 
Military instruction, appointment of drill 
instructors, 4521 
Establishment of classes in, 4521 
Providing uniforms, 4521 
J\Iinistcr, defined, 4516 
ll!nnicipal Act, referred to, 4539, 4540 
Municipalities, appointment of trustees by, 
4522 
Assets on union of, 4519 
:\Iunicipality, defined, 4517, 4-522 
Grants for school maintenance, 4541 
1\'ewspaper proprietor, trustees may be, 4549 
Non-resident pupils, admission in territorial 
districts, 4524 
Agreement re fees, 4541 
Appointment of tru•tee when cost paid, 
4524 
Levy for fees of, 4541 
Payment of cost of in terdtorial districts, 
4524 
Rai~ing funds for cost of, 4524 
Wl•al sehnuls open to, 4542 
Officers, actions for libel against, 4529 
Appointment of, 4528 
Basis of retiring allowance, 4548 
Contribution to pension fund, 4531 
Fix1ng salaries of, 4528 
Prescription of duties, 4528 
Providing life insurance for, 4528 
Removal of, 4528 
Retiring allowance of, 4548 
Ontario Educational Association, expenses 
o~ auendance :tt, 4529 
Permanent improvements, issuance of de· 
bentures for, 4538 
Payment of grants for, 4-540 
To treasurer for, 4540 
Time of payments for, 4540 
Penalty, amount of for disturbing classes, 
4550 
Application of, 4552 
Disturbing classes, 4549 
Non-payment of teachers salaries, 4-547 
Payment of, 4552 
Recovery of, 4552 
Refusal to assist auditors, 4552 
Teacher permitting use of unauthorized 
text-book, 4550 
Trustee entering in to illegal agreement, 
4549 
Refusing to perform duties, 4550 
Signing false report, 4552 
Voting while disqualified, 4550 
Wl1o may take proceedings, 4552 
Penuy savings bank, establishment of, 4528 
Purpnse of, 4528 
Supplies for, 4528 
Pension fund, amending resol ution estab· 
lishing, 4532 
Approval Ly superintendent of insurance, 
4531 
Bonrd of management of, 4531 
Contents of resolution estahlishing, 4532 
Contributions to, 4531 
Establishment of, 4531 
Grants by board to, 4532 
Tnvestmen~s, 4531 
Liabili ties of contributors, 4532 
Management of, 4531 
Powers of management board, 4532 
Purpose of, 4531 
Regulations respecting, 4532 
llights of contributors, 4532 
Playgrounds, operation of, 4526 
Supervision of, 4-526 
Population, certificate of clerk re, 4518 
Defined, 4518 
Principals, qualification of, 4546 
Property, power of board to lease, 4530 
Power of board to sell, 4530 
To transfer,4531 
Vesting in board, 4530 
Public school board, appointment of trus· 
tee by, 4524 
Public Schools Act, referred to, 4546, 4547 
Pupils, cost when school contiguous to city, 
4535 
Expulsion of, 4528 
294 
Pupils, cont'd 
Fees for, 4541 
Providing attendance at ad,·ance ~chooh·. 
4529 
When no local school, 4529 
Quarantine, teachers salary during, 4547 
Rates, collection in high school districts. 
4538 
Lc'1' for county pupils, 4533 
In high school districts, 4538 
Regulation;;, authorization of text-books. 
4548 
Courses of study, 4521 
Defined, 45li 
Instruction in agriculture, 4521 
Qualification of principals, 45-16 
or teachers, 4516 
Report, penalty trustee signing false. 4552 
.Resident pupils, defined, .t517 
What r.eboolr. open to, 45-l2 
Retiring allowances, basis of, 4548 
Employees, 4518 
Officers, 4548 
Orders of hoard for payment of, 4527 
Teachers, 4548 
Hink~. operation of, 4526 
Supen·ision of, 4526 
Salaries. appeals from di,i;:ion court, 454-; 
A pportionment of teachers, 4546 
Disputes between teacher and board,4517 
Effect of absence of agreement, 4547 
Officers, 4528 
Orders of board for payment of, 452i 
Penalt~· for non-payment teachers, <1547 
T eaeherl', 4528 
During quarantine, 4547 
School games, grants for, 4521 
Location of townsltip, 4520 
Supplies, furnishing, 4528 
Payment of cost of, 4528 
Scholarships, award of free, 4531 
Establishment of, 4531 
1\Iode of awarding, 4531 
Number for public school pupils, 4531 
For separate school pupils, 4531 
Qualification for, 4531 
Regulations re,4531 
HIGH SCHOOLS 
Rules respecting, 4531 
Secretary, discharge on terms, 4551 
Duty to deliver up books, 4550 
Hearing complaints against, 4551 
~oncompliance "ith Judge's order, 4551 
Order for discharge from custody. 4551 
Powers of board re appointing, 4527 
Procedure on failure to deliver op books, 
4551 
Trnstee not to be, 4550 
Secretary-treasurer, duties of, 4525 
Election of, 4525 
Term of office of, 4525 
Senior high school entrance examination, 
defined,4513 
Establishment of, 45 13 
Separate school board, appointment of trus· 
tee by, 4524 
Separated town, admission of county pupil•, 
4:i23 
"\ppointment of trustees in, 4523 
Constitution of board on reunion, 4525 
Defined, 4518 
Establishment of high school in, 4521 
Retirement of tru•tees by rotation, 4523 
Trustees <>n reunion with county, 4525 
Sites. application of proceeds of sale, 4530 
Sales by hoard. 4530 
ummary Cont'ictions Act, referred to, 4552 
Summons, service of, 4551 
Superannuation, teachers, 4546 
~upervising principal, appointment of, 4530 
Duties of, 4530 
Qualification for, 4530 
Teacher~. action for lihel a~ain~t. 4:>29 
Appeal from sm.pcnsinn of certificate, 
4547 
Appointment of, 4528 
Apportionment of Falaries, 45-H 
Ba•is of retiring allowance, 4548 
Effect of ahsence of agreement, 45-17 
E:>.tension of sick lca,e, 45-l7 
'Fixing salaries of, 4528 
:-lot eligible for twstcc, 4550 
Penalty for non·p8} mcnt of salaries, 4;,47 





Prescription of duties, 4528 
Prohibition of usc of unauthorized text-
books, 4548 
Providing life insurance, 4528 
Qualification of, 4546 
Removal of, 4528 
Retiring allowances of, 4548 
Salary while on sick lea1·e, 4547 
Sick leave, 4.S4 7 
Subjugation to the regulations, 4516 
Superannuation of, 4546 
Suspension of certificate, 454 7 
Terms, commencement of, 4548 
Commencement of second, 4-548 
End of,4548 
Number of school, 4548 
Text-books, change of authori7.ed, 4549 
Furnishing, 4528 
Payment of cost of, 4528 
Penalty permitting unauthorized, 4550 
Regulations re autl1orized, 4548 
Use of unauthorized, 4548 
Transportation, duties of board respecting, 
4527 
Payment of cost of, 4527 
Powers of board re, 4527 
Treasurer, appointment of, 4525 
Condition of security of, 4526 
Discharge on terms, 4551 
Duties of, 4526 
Of board re security of, 4527 
To deliver up books, 4550 
Hearing complaints against, 4551 
Liability of board for failiug to take se-
curity, 4550 
Noncompliance with Judges order, 4551 
Order for discharge from custody, 4551 
P owers of board re appointing, 4527 
Procedure on failure to deliver up book~. 
4551 
Security of, 4526 
Trustee not to he, 4550 
Trustee Act, referred to, 4532 
Trustees, agreements inciting confiict of in-
terest, 4549 
Annual retirement of, 4522 
296 
Appointment by county council, 4522 
By municipalities, 4522 
By school board, 4524 
By separate school board, 4524 
I n cities, 4523 
In county school districts, 4522 
In districts, 4523 
In separated town, 4523 
Of additional in urban municipalties, 
4523 
Disqualification of, 4549 
Rc certain offices, 4550 
Effect of unpaid taxes, 4522 
Establishment of additional schools, 4521 
Filling vacancies during term, 4525 
On retirement, 4525 
1\Iay be newspaper proprietor, 4549 
Not eligible for teaching, 4550 
To be bondsman, 4550 
N untber of for each board, 4522 
Order of retirement of, 4524 
Penalty on entering illegal agreements, 
45-19 
Refusing to perform duties, 4550 
Signing false report, 4552 
Voting ~vhile disqualified, 4550 
Powers re establishing high school, 4520 
School maintenance, 4520 
Qualification of, 4522 
Hetirement by rotation in citie$, 4523 
By rotation in separated LO'\\'ll, 4523 
In county school districts, 4522 
Rotation in districts, 4523 
Term of office in districts, 4523 
or office of, 4518 
or public school board appointees, 
4524 
or separate school board appointees, 
4524 
When appointed by municipality, 
4524 
During term, 4525 
To be a corporation, 4518 
Voting on question affecting employer, 
4549 
Unions, dissolution of, 4519 
Liabilities after, 4519 
Unions, cont'd 
Vesting of assets in, 4519 
United counties, apportionment of levy for 
schools, 4541 
Urban municipality, defined, 4518 
Vice-chairman, duties of, 4525 
Election of, 4525 
Vocational schools, establishment of by 
board, 4526 
HlGHWA Y; see ASSESS)! EXT; COLONIZA· 
TION ROADS; CO:ID!£1\CIAL \'EH!CLE; 
CROWN TIMBER; DITCHES A;\D WATER· 
COURSES; DOWER; GAOLS; ll!Cl!WAY 
11\lPRO\'F.)IEl'T; II IGIIWAY TRAfFIC; 
LA I'D TITLES; LIQUOR CONTROL; ME· 
CIIANICS' LIEN ; )(JNII'\G; MUNICIPAL; 
NORTHERN OEVELOP~IENT; PLAI'NING 
Al'D DE\'ELOP~IENT; POWER CO>IMIS· 
SION; PUBLIC SERVICE WORKS 0:-1 
IIICI!WAYS; PUBLIC UTILITIES; PUB· 
LIC VEHICLE; PUBLIC WORKS; QUIET· 
INC TITLES; RAILWAY; REGISTRY; 
SE!TLEO ESTATES; SNOW ROADS Al'\D 
FE:-ICES; STATUTE LABOUR; SURYEYS; 
TREE PLA1\'TINC; TRUSTEE; WEED COl\· 
TROL 
HIGHWAY 1.\lPROVE~lE:'\T; see also 
COLONIZATION ROADS; PUBLIC SERVICE 
WORKS ON IIIGII\1' A YS; SNOW ROADS 
Al'\0 FENCES; TREE PLANTING 
Accounts, books of, 827 
Action, failure to give notice, 863 
For damages, 863 
Judgment, how p3yable, 863 
Limitation of liaiJility, 863 
Oftime,863 
Notice to be given, 863 
Style of, 863 
Trial of, 863 
Advertisement, penalty for defacin~. 865 
Animals running at large, 862 
' Annual statement, contents of, 835 
Appeals, 872 
Barricades, erection of. 858. 868 
Penalty for removing, 868 
m GHW A Y Il\IPROVEl\IENT 
To be lighted, 868 
Board, terms of order, 843 
To hear disputes, 842 
Boundary lines, bridges on, 842 
Settlement of dispute, 842 
Bridges, aid to county, 837 
Cost of, 837 
Council may assume, 837 
Disputes as to maintenance, 8-J.2 
Diverting road to avoid, 838 
:\[aintenance of, 838 
Reverting to county, 837 
Re,·erting to Iownships, 838 
By-law, amendment of, 835 
Application of money raised under, 830 
To cover estimated expenditures, 835 
To provide general rate, 830 
\\'hen municipalities disagree, 833 
When to be approved, 834 
By-laws how amended, 832 
Canada Hightt·ays Act, referred to, 828 
Cattle, at large on highway, 862 
Chairman, to approve payments, 832 
City to bear part of costs, 839 
Claim, limitation of, 865 
Notification of, 865 
Co/oni:ation Roads Act, referred to, 849 
Commission, appointment of. 8·17 
Authority to exercise powers, 866 
Defined,826 
Extension of suburban area, 8-M 
How composed, 8~7 
~(ember of council not eligible, 8.J8 
Powers of, 868 
Removal of members, 8·~7 
Term of office, 847 
Time for making appointments, 847 
To be body corporate, 8-18 
To deposit plans, 8<1S 
Vacancies, 8-!i 
When to have powers of municipal 
council, 872 
Committee, appointment of, 831 
Expenses of, 829 
How composed, 831 
~!ember, removal of, 831 




To inspect highways, 829 
Vacancies, how filled, 831 
Warden ex officio member, 831 
Who shall constitute, 831 
Compensation, for removing ~bstructions, 
870 
Costs, amount borne by municipalities, 827 
Apportionment of, 827 
Part paid by province, 827 
Council, disqualification of members, 834 
May pass by-law, 870 
l\lcmhers personally liable, 834 
Statement to be submitted, 835 
Councillor, disqualified as superintendent, 
849 
County council powers as to suburban 
roads, 866 
Over roads assumed, 843 
Rate, limit of amount, 833 
Road, n~reement for extra work, 839 
Roads, 830 
Contribution of by cities, 838 
Highways when deemed to be, 836 
Regulations governing, 836 
Superintendent, appointment, 831 
Appointed by by-law, 832 
System, by-law establishing, 830 
What to be included, 838 
System, cost when part urban, 841 
Treasurer, to submit annual statement, 
836 
Debcntures,833,834,835 
Application of proceeds, 83-l 
Assent of electors, 846 
Authority to issue, 846 
For excess costs, 839 
Issue for special work, 86·~ 
Liability for mis-application, 83-l 
When assen t not required, 833 
When may be issued, 857 
Debt, limitation of. 834 
Department copies of contracts, hy-laws 
to, 859 
Defined, 826 
Entitled to previous rights, 859 
;\fay exercise powers of municipality, 
8S9 
:\Hnister to preside over, 827 
Deputy Minister, appointment of, 827 
Defined,826 
;\{ember of committee, 829 
Oath of, 827 
Detours, department to provide, 858 
Erection of barricades, 868 
To be marked, 86!1 
Ditches, application of act, 864 
Disposal of material, 864 
Engineer powers of, 864 
Road superintendent, powers of, 864 
Ditches and /11 ater Courses Act, referred 
to,864,866,868 
Drains, disposal of excavated materials, 
868 
Drainage,864,866,867 
Authority of engineer, 866 
Road superintendent, 866 
Procedure for, 866 
Electors, assent to by-law, 832 
Electric lines, 871 
Railway, board to hear appeal, 860 
Consent for, 859 
Contribution by, 860 
Costs payable by, 871 
Pavemen't between rails, 860 
Railways, 859, 860 
Engineer, 844,868, 870 
Authority for drainage, 866 
i\fay order obstructions remo,·ed, 870 
Qualifications of, 832 
Excavated materials, 868 
Expropriation, plans to be filed, 843 
Procedure on. 843 
Ferry service, 837 
Fund. account to be kept, 827 
Annual statement, 829 
Credits and payments, 828 
Defined,826 
How made up, 828 
Payments out of, 829 
When additional sums required, 828 
Garages, 866, 870 
Gasoline pumps, license for, 866 
Placing of, 866 
Gasoline Tax Act, referred to, 828 
General rate. funds raised by, 834 
Grant, estimation of, 836 
What to include, 836 
Gravel, purchase of, 867 
Appeal couit decision final, 867 
How obtained for roads, 867 
How valued, 867 
Judge may set pdce, 867 
Highway, action for damages, 863 
Agreements for widening, 871 
Alternative routes during work, 858 
To be pro,·ided. 867 
By-law for clearing land adjacent to, 870 
Closing of while under construction. 867 
Closing to traffic, 858 
Committee appointment of, 829 
Defined,829 
How composed, 829 
Cost of, 827 
Costs of to be separated, 827 
Defined, 826 
Department to maintain, 862 
Disputes re maintenance, 842 
Draina:;e engineer, 864-
Drainage of, 864 
Improvement fund, 827 
Liability for non-maintenance. 862 
Limitation of time, 863 
:'\laintenance of, 858 
By department, 868 
Obstructions adjacent to. 870 
Pavement width of, 864 
Penalty for removing notice. 858 
Planting trres on, 869 
~pecial instruct ions, 830 
Transporta tion of materials, 86-1 
When ceases to be important , 840 
Widening of, how land acquired, 871 
llighrcay Traffic A cr, referred to, 828, 86:.! 
Horses,a tlarge,862 
Indian Reserves, roads on, 844, 851 
Judge. application for removal of ob~ l ruc-
tions, 870 
To set price for gravel, 867 
May extend time, 863 
Order for removal of obstructions, 870 
Judge's Orders Enforcement Act, referred 
to. 867,870 
IDGHWAY 11\IPROVEI\IENT 
King's highway, apportionment of expend-
iture, 856 
Approaches to, 861 
Bonus for planting trees, 860 
Buildings, location of on, 861 
Cattle on, 862 
Closing of connecting road, 861 
Continuation at intersection, 853 
Continuing through city, town, ,·illage, 
857 
Contributions to, 856 
Cost of work, 858 
Costs how provided, 855 
Cutting of trees on, 860 
Deductions from grants, 856 
Expropriation of property, 85.J. 
Fences construction of, 861 
Location of on, 861 
Removal of, 861 
Fines, applications of, 862 
Grading of, 861 
Horses on, 862 
In whom vested, 853 
L>ying of pipes on, 861 
Payment for maintenance, 857 
Planting of trees on, 860 
Preliminary route plan, 853 
Procedure for acquiring, 853 
Property may be required, 85·~ 
Regulation of traffic, 862 
Regulations re gasoline pumps, 866 
Removal or obstructions, 861 
Sheep on, 862 
Swine on, 862 
L'se of original road allowance, 853 
\'\'hat deemed, 853 
When may revert to municipality. 85 1 
'"'hen pro,·ince may assume, 852 
W~rk on connecting road~. 857 
Land plan, amendment of. 855 
To be filed, 855 
"\':l1ere to be filed, 855 
Legislative Assembly, members on commit-
tee. 829 
Legislative Assembly Act, referred to, 830 
License for gasoline pumps, 866 
Local lmpror•cment Act. referred tn. 839. 
810.857. 8H 869 
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Maintenance, defined, 826 
.Member of Assembly, nnt disqualified, 830 
Council, how disqualified, 832 
Prohibited from certain offices, 832 
~linister, decision final, 836 
Defined,826 
May appoint superintendent, 849 
Member of highway committee, 829 
To approve agreements, 840 
Appointment of Supt., 831 
By-bws, 835, 866 
Township supterintendent, 848 
To direct expenditure, 841 
To give notice of powers, 854 
To preside over department, 827 
Municipal Act, referred to, 833, 837, 838, 
839, 840. 842, 843. 846, 848, 857, 864, 
867,868,871 
Municipal board, decision of final, 872 
Reference of cla ims to, 065 
To determine costs of electric railways, 
871 
Municipal Drainage Act, rcfered to, 866 
Municipalities, voluntary contributions, 871 
Notice, penalty for defacing, 865 
Ontario .i\Iunicipal Board, referred to, 842, 
860,872 
Plan, amended, 855 
To be filed, 853 
Property, when may be acquired, 85-l 
When may be sold, 854 
Provincial subsidy, amount of, 851 
Public W arks Act, referred to, 843, 354, 
855,865 
Publicity, arrangements, for, 830 
Ratepayer, may bring action, 834 
Repair defined, 826 
Revenue, how made up, 828 
Road authority, defined, 827 
Roads, agreements for widening, 871 
Authority of commission, 866 
Powers of commission, 872 
Procuring gra\•el for, 867 
Special cases, 868 
Superintendent, authority for drainage, 
866 
Roadway, defined, 826 
Sand, 867 
Service stations, 866, 870 
Secretary of department, .appointment, ·827 
Sheep, at large on highway, 862 
Sidewalks, authority of department neces-
sary, 869 
Costs, how provided, 869 
Construction of, 869 
County not liable, 838 
Liability for, 869 
Written consent for, 869 
Signboards, application of fees, 865 
License fees, 865 
Penalty for defacing, 866 
Regulations as to, 865 
Snow fences, powers of county council, 843 
Snow Roads and Fences Act, referred to 
843 
Staff appointment of, 827 
Statement, form of, 836 
Of county trea5urer. 036 
Stone,forroad,849,867 
Quarries, 850, 867' 
Subsidies, application of, 827 
Subsidy, amount not included, 852 
Approval by•by-law, 835 
Vouchers, ~o be prouuced, 851 
What to include, 839 
Suburban roads, appointment of commis-
sion, 844 
Appropriation for by council, 845 
Continued as county roads, 844 
Contribution by city, 846 
Town,846 
Contribution of, cost by city, 845 
·Cost by town, 845 
Contributions to, 845 
Debentures for, 846 
Extensions of by commission, 846 
Into another county, 848 
I nformalities not to invalidate proceed-
ings, 846 
Maintenance of, 845 
Notice of amount appropriated, 845 
Power of county council, 866 
Supervision of engineer, 84-1 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to 858, 
866,868 
Summer Resorts, 852 
300 
Superintendem, appoinLment, 8.J8 
To obey regulations, 849 
Who may not be, 8:!9 
Surveys, 855 
Swine, a t large on highway, 862 
Temporary ad,·anccs, 833 
Town, allowance to for roads, 8 U 
Expenditure of advances, 8ll 
How rebate determined, 8-!2 
Treasurer to rece!ve Youchers, sn 
When no rebate, 8-!2 
Town5hip road, ferry ;;en·ice included, aso 
Subsidy, 850 
To\\ nship roads, annual statement, 8.19 
Appointment of superintendent, 813 
Estimated expenditure by.Jaw, 850 
Grants where statute labour abolishPol. 
819 
Particulars to be furnished , 851 
Rates for suburban area~. 852 
Summer resorts, 852 
Trees, pl3nting of on highway. 869 
Urban municipality, improvement of st reet,, 
840 
Liability of county, 840 
Where street part of county system, 811 
Village allowance to for roads;8U 
Expenditure of ad,·anccs, 8 U 
How rebate determined, ~2 
Treasurer to receive ,·ouchers, 8-H 
When no rebate, 841 
Warden, ex~fficio member of committee, g31 
HICIIWA Y TRAFFIC; see also PUBLIC 
n:IIICLES; COlDIEIICIAL \'EIIICLES 
Abstract, operating record, 3935 
Accident, duties of parties, 3916 
Fatnl, report of, 3938 
Information as to, 3938 
lnvc•t igation, 3938, 3939 
~fot or 'chicle showing evidence of, 3898 
Penah)· for failure to report, 3938 
For failure to return, 3916 




HIGH\VA Y TRAFFIC 
Suspension for le;ning srene of, 3928 
Action, against bondsmen. 3933, 393 ~ 
By creditor, in name of Trea~urer, 3933 
Non·residents, notice of, 3937 
Not prevented by part Xlll, 3927 
Penalty or imprisonment in lieu, 3922 
Service on non·resiclents, 3919 
Time, for damage~. 3922 
For death, 3922 
.\ddress, change, notice of, 3882 
Registration. 3881 
Affidavit, fees for, 3881 
Penalty for false st3tcment in, 3882 
Whototake.3881 
Age, driver, 3917 
Proof of financial rc~ponsib ilit)', 3930 
Alcohol, 3918 
Ambulance, approach, 3912 
,\nimal, duties toward, 391l, 3915 
Penalty for failure to assist, 3911 
Frightening, 3915 
Racing, 3919 
Appeal~. from Rt'gi~,trar to :\linister as to 
demerit rating, 3911 
1\ppearance, undertaking to enter, 3933 
.\pplica tion, penalty for fnlse statement, 
3882 
.\rrest. without warrant, h)· constable, 3920 
Without warrant, by person, 3920 
Duties of constable following, 3920 
\ shes, penalty for depositing, 3916 
Authorized insurer, defined, 3927 
Auto '\\Tecker. records, 3897 
Report, 3898 
Statements, 3898 
Bail, su~pension for forfeit, 3927 
Bailiff, peace officer, 3880 
Bell, penalty for failure to sound, 3893 
Penalty, unreason:.ble sounding, 3893 
Sleigh, 3893 
Sounding, 3892 
Unreasonable soundi ng, 3892 
Bet, penalty for drhing for, 3900 
Bicycles, attachment to 'chicles, 3912 
Bell, gong or horn, 3892 






Rules of road to be observed, 3908 
White marking, 3887 
Blasphemous language, penalty for, 3919 
Bodily injury, liability for, to passengers, 
3917 
Proof of financial responsibility after, 
3930,3931 
Suspension for failure to satisfy judg-
ment, 3929 
Bond, application, 3933 
Cancellation, 3936 
Costs of non-residents, 3919 
For repairing injury to road, 3904 
Not to operate vehicle, 3921 
Proof of financi:~l responsibility, 3932 
Return, 3936 
Boundary, permit to operate motor vehicle 
to,3929 
Brakes, inspection, 3890 
Maintenance, 3890 
11otorcycle,3890 
Motor vehicle, 3890 
Pcn:1lty for improper, 3891 
Trailer, 3890 
Bridge, liability for damage to, 3925 
Notice of speed limit, 3900 
Weight limits on, 3903 
Penalty for failure to protect, 3925 
Planking, 3925 
Repair, 3925 
Speed limit, 3900 
Strengthening, 3925 
Weight limit, 3903 
Bullet, motor vehicle showing evidence of. 
3898 
By-law, decreasing speed limit, 3899 
Designation of through highways, 3910 
Fixing weight limits on bridge. 3903 
Increasing speed limit, 3898 
Load limits, 3905· 
Permitting heavy loads, 3904 
Regulating trafiie, 3921 
Repeal of inconsistent, 3921 
Rewards for apprehension of thieves', 3921 
Township, reducing speed limit, 3899 
Cancellation, bond, 3936 
Insurance, notice of, 3937 
License, 3922 
Permit, 3923 
Certificate, constable's, as to chauffeur, 3895 
Conviction, 3926 
Examiner's, as to chauffeur, 3895 
Insurance, cancellation, 3936 
Refusal of, 3937 
Insurer's re financial responsibility, 3931, 
3932 
Of justice, as to appearance of owner, 
3923,39-l2 
Penalty for false statement. 3882 
Treasurer's, re financial responsibility, 
3932 
Charitable inst itutions, statistics to be furn-
ished by, 3939 




Endorsement of license, 3896 
License,3894 
Noise, 3892 
Operatinl! record, 3940 
Penalty for driving without license, 3894 
For fail ure to produce license, 3895 
For operating while license suspended, 
3924 
Production of license, 3895 
City, by-laws fixing speed limit, 3898, 3899 
By-laws for load limits, 3905 
Rate of speed, 3898 
Class "A" highway, defined, 3901 
Weight of vehicles on, 3901, 3902 
Glass ''B" highways, defined, 3901 
Classification, drivers, 391!0 
Collision, onus of proof, 3917 
Commercial Motor Vehicle, defined, 3879 
Flares when disabled, 3913 
Headway, 3912 
Loading, 3907 
Load limit, 3904 
Name and address of owner, 3907 
Non-residents, 3886 






Commercial :.\lotor Vehicle, cont'd 
Reflector, 3907 
Tires, 3902, 3903 
Warning lights, 3913 
Commercial Vehicle Act, referred to, 3904 
Compensation, statistics, for, 3939 
Constable, see POLICE CONSTABLE 
Arrest without warrant, 3920 
Assistance of, 3920 
Chauffeur's certificate, 3895 
Examination of vehicles, 3894 
llloving parked cars, 3913 
Name and address to be given to. 3916 
Obstruction, penalty for, 3897 
Peace officer, 3880 
Production of license to, 3926 
Prohibition of usc of vehicle, 3894 
Removal of loads, 3906 
Weighing of loads, 3906 
Convictions, certificate~ of, 3926 
Certification, 3922 
Evidence, 3896 
Notification of to insurer, 3931 
Out of Ontario, suspension for, 3928 
Records, 3939 
Report of, to Registrar, 3934 
Suspension of license or permit fo:low· 
ing,3927 
Coroner, report of fatal accident. 3938 
Costs, report of judgments, 3935 
Counterclaim, time for making, 3922 
County, appearance before j usticc in an· 
other, 3923 
Highway, penalties for offences on, 3922 
Penalties payable to, 3922 
Court, order for parment hy instalhneuts. 
3931~ 
Report of judgments, 3934 
Creditor, action br, in name of Treasurer, 
3934 
When deposit available to, 3933 
Criminal Code, referred to, 3939 
Crown Attorney, report of fatal accident, 
3938 
IUGHW A Y TRAFFIC 
Repair, 3925 
Strengthen ing, 3925 
Damages, failure to satisfy judgment for, 
3929,3930 
Liability of driver, 3917 
or owner, 3917 
To passengers, 3917 
Penalty no bar to recovery, 3922 
Time for action, 3922 
To bridge or culvert, 3925 
Dealers, registration by, 3882 
Death, liability for, of passengers, 3917 
Proof of financial responsiblity for, 3930, 
3931 
Suspension for failure to satisfy judg· 
ment for, 3929 
Time for action for, 3922 
Declaration. as evidence, 3936 
Fees for, 3881 
Penalty for false statement in, 3882 
Who to take, 3881 
Defacing, number plate, 3884 
Serial number, 3882 
Defence, undertaking not to set up certain, 
3933 
Demerit rating. appeal re, 39.U 
Classification, 3940 
Drivers subject, 3940 
I nsurance premiums based on, 3941 
Publication, 3941 
Reclassification, 3941 
Suspension following, 3941 
Department, approval of by.Jaws re through 
highways, 3910 
Approval of hy·laws re weight limits. 3903 
i\Iechanical signals, 3908 
Signal·light systems, 3910 
Township speed by-laws, 3899 
Traffic by.Jaws, 3921 
Warning lights, 3913 
Defined,38i9 
Designation of vehicles not to bear name 
and address of owner, 3907 
Evidence of documents filed with. 3923 
Information re second hand vehicles. 3898 
Issue of permits, 3881 
Crown, number plates property of, 3884 
Culvert, liability for damage to, 3925 
Plankinl!. 3925 I 
303 
Notice to, of change of acldress, 3882 
HIGHWAY TRAFFIC 
Department, cont'd 
Number plates to be furnished, 3883 
Penalties payable to, 3922 
Permit for moving heavy vehicles, 3901 
Proc,f of ownership. 3882 
Provision of lamp attachments, 3888 
Registration with, 3881 
Regulations by, 3887, 3890 
Report re abandoned, 3898 
Return of number plates to, 3884 
Deputy l\linister, certification of copies <>f 
documents, 3923 
Designated, defined, 3911 
Disqualification, chauffeur, 3895 
For license or permit, 3923 
Operator, 3926 
Documents, certifted copies as evidence, 3923 
Drink, driving under influence prohibited, 
3918 
Driver, certification of conviction, 3922 
Classification, 3910 
Lia!Jility for damage, 3917 
Injury, to passengers, 3917 
Penalties, 3917 
Onus of proof, 3917 
Penalty for drunkenness, 3919 
For failure to carry permit, 3905 
Rc wci::lting, 3906, 3907 
Return of license by, 3935 
Rules of the road, 3908 
Voluntary proof of financial responsibil· 
ity, 3930 
Driver's license, see SUSPENSION 
Defined, 3927 
Penalty for failure to deliver, 3935 
Return, 3935 
Possession may be taken, 3935 
Proof of financial responsibility re, 3928, 
3929, 3930 
Records, 3939 




For certain convictions, 3927, 3928 
For convictions out of Ontario, 3928 
For unsatisfied judgment, 3929, 3930 
When not to be suspended, 3930 
Driving, bet or wager, on, 3900 
Negligent, 3899, 3900 
Reckless, 3899, 3900 
Slow, 3901 
Drugs, driving under influence, 3918 
Drunkenness, penalty for, 3919 
Electric railway, duties on approaching, 3914 
Passing on left-hand side, 3915 
Penalty for passing, 3915 
Rules of the road to be observed, 3908, 
3909 
Endorsement, chauffeur's license, 3896 
Operator's license, 3896 
Production of chauffeur's license for, 3895 
Of operator's license for, 3926 
Equipment, examination, 3894 
Prohibition of use, 3891 
Requirements, 3886, 3894 
Evidence, accidents, 3938 
Cert ificate of insurer, 3937 
Certified copies of documents, 3923 
Of judgments, 3934 
Endorsement of license as, 3896 
Issue of summons in error, 3923 
Of owner , corroboration, 3923 
Statutory declaration, 3936 
Examination, vehicles. 389-1-
Examiner, appointment, 3895 
Chauffeur's certificate, 3895 
Execution against funds deposited with 
Treasurer, 3933 
Exhibition ground, speed limit, 3899 
Fatal Accidents Act, referred to, 3922 
Fatal accidents, report of, 3938 
Fees, abstract of operat ing record, 3935 
Certifted copies of judgments, 3934 
Garage license, 3897 
Parking lot license, 3897 
Station license, 3897 
Permit issuer's, 3881 
Registration, 3881 
Renewal of permits, 3882 
Transfer of permits, 3882 
Used car lot license, 3897 




Fire department, cont'd 
Noise of vehicle, 3892 
Siren on vehicle, 3893 
Vehicle, approaching, 3912 
Following, 3913 
Passing street car, 3915 
Speed, 3899 
First offence, defined, 3924 
Flares, commercial motor vehicle, 3913 
Penalty for failure to set, 3914 
F(Jdder, width of loans, 3893 
Forms, approval. 3939 
Schedule of, 3942 
Supply of, 3939 
Gaoler, peace officer, 3880 
Garage, damaged vehicles left in, 3898 
Defined,3879 
Entry and inspection, 3897 
License, 3896 
Penalty for unlicensed, 3A97 
Regulations governing, 3897 
Yehicles left for two weeks, 3898 
Glass, penalty for depositing, 3916 
Safcty,3880, 3892 
Gong, sounding, 3892 
Gross weight, defined, 3879 
Penalty for exceeding limits, 3903 
Vehicles on Class "A" highways, 3902 
On Class " B" highways, 3902 
Highway, damage to by heavy vehicles, 
3904 
Defined, 3879 
Division into lanes, 3911 
Driving for bet or wager on, 3900 
lnjuryto,3891,3892 
Negligent driving on, 3899 
Notices, etc., penalty for interference, 3901 
One way traffic on, 3911 
Parking on, 3913 
Racing on, 3900 
Reckless driving on, 3899 
Rules of the road on, 3908 et seq. 
Speed limit, 3898, 3899 
Thmugh, 3910 
Weight of vehicles on, 3902 
II iring, penalties, 3918 
Production of license on, 3918 
IDGHWAY TRAl"FIC 
When license required, 3917, 3918 
Horn, penalty for use of si ren, 3893 
Siren, 3893 
Sounding, 3892 
Unreasonable sounding, 3892 
Horse, assistance to, 3914 
Drawn vehicle, sleigh bells, 3893 
Wheel locking, 3892 
Duties toward, 3914,3915 
Penalty for failure to assist, 3915 
Frightening, 3915 
Racing, 3919 
Rules of road to be observed, 3908 ct seq. 
IIorsemcn, observation, rules of road, 3908, 
et seq. 
Hospitals, statistics to be furnished by, 3939 
Impounding, costs, 3920 
l\!otor \'chicle, 3920 
Imprisonment , application for license dur· 
ing prohibition, 3896 
Blasphemous or indecent language, 3919 
Chauffeur driving without license, 3895 
Deuling without license, 3897 
Defacing number plates, 3884 
Serial number, 3898 
Driving for bet or wager, 3900 
Drunkenness, 3919 
Employment of unlicensed person, 3894 
Exceeding weight limits, 3903 
Excess load, 3905 
Failure to attach number plates, 3883 
Carry permit, 3905 
Give information re second hand cars, 
3898 
Name and address, 3916 
Keep records of second hand cars, 3898 
Notify change of address, 3882 
Produce permit, 3905 
Register, 3831 
Report cars left two weeks, 3898 
Damaged cars, 3898 
Return to scene of accidenl, 3916 
Weigh load, 3~06 
Fulse statement in application, 3882 
Frightening horse, 3915 
I forse racing, 3919 




Improper brakes, 3891 
Interference with notices on highways, 
3901 
Negligent driving, 3899 
No bar to action for damages, 3922 
Ohstructing constable, 3897 
Operating garage without license, 3897 
Parking lot without license, 3897 
Station without licenbe, 3897 
l' sed car lot without licen~e, 3897 
While license or permit sospended, 3924 
Without license, 3926 
Passing stationary street Clr, 3915 
Street car on left side, 3915 
Racing, 3900 
Reckless driving. 3899 
Removing number platr, 3884 
Selling when serial number ohli tcrated, 
3698 
Shouting, 3919 
Storing without license, 3897 
Using defaced number plate, 388·l 
Other number plate, 3884 
Indecent language, penalty lor, 3919 
Information, accidents, 3937,3938 
Register to furnish, 3935 
Statistics as to accident, 3939 
Inspection, brakes, 3890 
Carage, 3897 
Park ing lot or station, 3897 
qsecl car lot, 3897 
Insurance Act, referred to, 39:2i, 3932,3937, 
39-11 
Insurance, cancellation, notice of, 3937 
Policy, form, 3937 
Premium, demerit rating, 3941 
Rate to be certified, 3941 
Insurer, admission of policy, 3937 
Cort ificate re financial responsiblity, 3931, 
3932 
To be furnished, 3937 
Certification of premium rate, 3941 
Default, 3933 
Notification of convict ion to, 3931 
Of non-resident , notice of action, 3937 
Penalty for charging improper rate, 3941 
Power of attorney re service, 3933 
Refusal of certificates of, 3937 
Undertaking re certain defences, 3933 
To appear, 3933 
Intersection, defined, 3879 
Left hand turn, 3908 
Right hand turn, 3908 
Right-of-way at, 3908 
Intoxication, driving prohibited, 3918 
Inventory, penalty for failure to give, 3907 
Weight of \·chicle and load, 3906 
Investigations, police officers to make, 3938 
Registrar to make, 3939 
Judge, approval of sureties, 3932 
To fix rewards, 3921 
Judgment creditor, notice to re installment 
payments, 3934 
Debtor, application for payment by in· 
stallments, 3934 
Enforcement, 3Y33 
Installments in arrears, 3934 
Notification of to insurer, 3931 
Payment in installments, 3934 
Records, 3939 
Report to Registrar, 3934 
Suspensi,on for unsa tisfied, 3929, 3930 
For unsatisfied, subsequent, 3930 
Justice of the Peace, appearance of owner 
re faulty summons, 3923 
Approval of security to produce vehicle, 
3920 
Certificate of conviction, 3926 
Reappearance of owner, 3923, 3942 
Certification of <'Omictions, 3922 
Dismis,al of fault y summons, 3923 
Disqualifica tion of chaufTeur, 3895 
Operator, 3926 
Endorsement of license. 3896 
Holding of license, 3896 
Peace officer, 3R80 
Permjt to dri\e to boundar)·, 3929 
Report re drunken driving, 3918 
Security to, not to operate ,·chicle. 3921 
King's highway, fines for ofTences on, 3922 
Load limits on, 390-1, 3905 







Colour,3886, 3887,3888, 3889 
Cowl,3889 
Elimination of glare, 3888 
Fire department, 3887 
Auxiliary, 3889 
Front,3886,3887.3890 
Lighted streets, 3887 
Motor vehicle, 3886, 3890 
Parking. 3888 
Penalty for failure to carry, 3887 
Glaring, 3889 
I mproper auxiliary, 3889 
Lights on tractor. 3889 









Traction engine, 3889 
Trailer, 3887, 3888, 3889 
Tricycle, 3887 
Warning, 3913 
Lanes, division of highway into, 3911 
Driving in, 3911 
Length, maximum, 3893 
Penalty for excessi,·e, 3893 
License, see SUSP£:'>510:"1 
Cancellation, 3923 
Chauffeur's. certificates for. 3895 
Disqualification, 3895 
Endorsement, 3895 
Issue of, 3894 
Production, 3895 
Driver's, J efined, 3927 
Carage, cancellation, 3897 
Fce,3897 
Penalty for operating without, 3897 
Requirement, 3896 
Suspension, 3897 
Non·resident, not required by, 3927 I 
HIGHWAY TRAFFIC 
For hiring, 3918 
Operator's, duty to carry, 3926 




Parking lot. cancellation, 3897 
Fee, 3897 
Penalty for operating without. 3897 
Requirement, 3896 
Suspension. 3897 
Parking station, cancellation, 3897 
Fee,3897 
Penalty for operating without, 3897 
Requirement, 3896 
Suspension, 3897 
Penalty for application during prohibi· 
tion. 3896 
Failure to deliver, 3935 
To return, 3935 
False statement in application, 3882 
Hiring without, 3918 
Operation while suspended, 3924 
Posse;sion may be ~ecured. 3935 
Production on hiring, 3918 
Record. 3939 





For driving without. 3928 
Holding during, 3896 
Used car lot , cancellation. 3897 
Fee,3897 
Penalty for operating \\;t hout, 3897 
Requirement. 3896 
Suspension. 3897 
When not to be su;pendcd, 3930 
Lien, storage clt:~rgcs, 3921 
Lieut.·Gov., appointment of Registrar, 3881 
Designation of offences for suspensions, 
3928 
Exemption of non·rcsident, 3886 
Exten~inn of Act hy. 3929 
Load limits on King's highway fixed, 
3904.3905.3906 
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Lieut.-Gov., cont'd 
Order fLxing licen;e fees, 3897 
Powers re taking affitlavits, 3881 
Registrar's duties to he assigned by, 3!l81 
Regulations, 3882,3894,3897,3939,3910 
Lights, see I.A ~li'S, 3886 
Commercial motor vehicle, 3913 
Overhanging loads, 3907 
l'cnalty rc warning, 3914 
Signal, 3909 
Limitation, action for damages, 3922 
Action for death, 3922 
Crumterclaim. 3922 
Liquor, driving under influence, 3919 
Load, adjustment, 3907 
Limi t, 3904,3906 
OveriJanging, marking, 3907 
Penalty for exceeding limi t, 3905 
For excessive width, 3893 
R,. o••erhanging. 3907 
n!'! weighing, 3906, 3907 
P ermit for excess, 390-l 
;\loving heavy, 3903 
Removal of excess, 3906 
Weighing, 3906 
Width, 3893 
Lock shoes, use of, 3892 
Magistrate, approval of security to produce 
' elaicle, 3920 
Certification of convict ions, 3922,3926 
Ch:wfTcur's certificate, 38% 
Disqualification of chauffeur, 3895 
Of operator, 3920_ 
Endorsement of license, 3896 
Extension of time for service of sum-
mons, 3922 
1 folding of license. 3896 
Permit to drive to houndary, 3929 
Report re drunken drivi!lg conviction. 
3918 
Rewards fixed by, 3921 
Security re operating vel ticle, 3921 
Manufacturers, serial number, oiJliterat ion, 
3882 
Registration by, 3882 
Mayor. peace officer, 3880 
Mecha11ics' Lien Act, referred to, 3921 
:'llinister, annual report of Registrar to, 3940 
Appeal re demerit rating, 3941 
Appointment of examiners, 3895 
Approval of forms, 3939 
or amount re financial responsibility, 
3932 
Of by-law for load limits, 3905 
Of transfer of suspended permit, 3936 
Authorization of tires, 3903 
Certification of convictions to, 3922, 3926 
Defined. 3879, 3906 
Designation of Class "A" and "B" high-
ways, 3901 
Of one-way highway, 3911 
Through highways, 3910 
Director to keep records, 3940 
To subs titute security, 3936 
Issuance of chauffeur's licenses, 3894 
Of operators' licenses, 3926 
or prrtnils, 3881 
Permission to cut new number, 3882 
Prohibition of d riving, 3896 
Recommendation of license fees, 3897 
Re load limits, 3906 
Refusal to issue license, 3885 
Registrar's duties to be assigned by, 3881 
Report rt! classification of drivers, 3940 
Re legis lation in state, 3929 
Requco:t to return money and securities, 
3936 
Restoration of lkenses and permits, 3934 
Revocation of permits, 3896 
Suspension and cancellation of licenses, 
3897 
F'lr drunk,.nness, 3918 
Of d ri vers' I iccnscs, 3941 
0£ licenses and permits, 3928, 3938 
Of permits, 3896 
Or licenses after acc ident, 3930 
l\Iinor, prohibition against driving by, 3917 
~Iirror, motor vehicle, 3891 
Penalty for failure to carry, 3891 
:'lioney. deposit re financial responsibility, 
3932, 3933 
Hcturn, 3936 
) lotor birycle, lamps, 3886 
N um:•er plates, 3883 
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1\'iotor bicycle, cont' d 
Tires, 3891 
Motorcycle, brakes, 3890 
Tires, 3891 
Motor truck, number plates, 3883 
Vehicle, abandoned, 3921 
Age of driver, 39li 
Bell, 3892 
Brakes, 3890' 
Dealer's license, 3896 
Defined,3879,392i 
Detention by constable, 3920 
Examination, 3894 
Fire department, auxiliary lamps cf, 
3889 








Ligbility of driYer for damage, 3917 
Of dri,·er for injuries, 3917 
For penalties, 3917 
Of owner for injuries, 3917 
For damages, 39li 
For penalties, 3916 
Load limit, 3904 
Mirror, 3891 
l\luffier, 3892 
Negligent driving, 3899,3900 
Non-resident, 3885, 3886 
Number plates, 3883 
Operation without permit, 3921 
Permit, 3881 
Police department, siren, 3893 
P rohibition of use, 3894 
Public service corporation, auxilary 
lamps, 3889 
Racing, 3900 
Reckless driving, 3899 
Reflectors, 3887, 3890 
Regist ration, 3881 
By dealers, 3882 
IIIGHW A Y TRAFFIC 
Reward for apprehension of thie,·es, 
3921 
Safety glass, 3892 
Second-hand. 3897 
Security for production, 3920 
i'\ot to operate, 3921 
Seizure, 3920, 3921 
Serial number, new, 3882 
Obliteration, 3882 
Showing e\'idence of accident, 3898 
Smoke. 3892 
Speed,3898,3899 
Storage in cmtody of law, 3920, 3921 
Storage, license for, 3896 
Stored for two weeks, 3898 
Tires, 3891 
Windshield wiper. 3891 
:\!uffier, cutting out, 3892 
i'loise, 3892 
Penalty for cutting out. 3893 
.1/unicipal Act, referred to, 3914 
:\lunicipal corporation, by-bw for load 
limits, 3904, 3905 
By-law re rewards, 3921 
Liability re damage t? bridges, 3925 
Penalties pay a hie to, 3922 
Permit for mo,·ing heaYy Yehicles. 3903 
Repeal of inconsistent by-laws, 3921 
Speed limit on bridges fixed, 3900 
Weight limit on bridges fixed. 3903 
.\:ails, penalty for depositing, 3916 
:\arne, duty to gh·e, 3916 
Penalty for f~ilure to l!i,·e, 3916 
.\:egligence, liability of drh·er for, 3917 
Liability of owner for, 3917 
Onus of proof, 3917 
:'\egligent rh iYing rlefinc•l, 3900 
Penalty, 3900 
Xoise. muffier, 3892 
Traction engine, 391·~ 
:-\on-residents. exemption of, from other 
provinces, 3885 
Exemption of, from other stntes, 3886 
Forfeiture of privilege, 3930 
Hiring of motor vehicle, 3918 
:'lotice of action by insurer of, 3937 
Operator's license not required, 3927 
Permit to drh·e to boundary, 3929 
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Non-residents, cont'd 
Proof of financial respoasibility, 3928, 
3932 
Report of judgments, 3935 
Service on, 3919 
Voluntary proof of financial responsibil-
ity, 3930 
Northl!rn Development Aci, referred to, 
3906 
Notice, actions involving non-resident, 3937 
Cancellation of insurance, 3937 
Change of address. 3882 
Penalty, 3882 
Penalty for interference on bridges, 3901 
On highways, 3901 
Power of attorney re service, 3933 
Sale, penalty for failure to give, 3884 
Sen•icc on non-residents, 3919 
Speed limit in townships, 3899 
On bridges, 3900, 3901 
\\'eight limits on bridges, 3903 
Number, exposing, 3885 
New, 3882 
Obliteration, 3882 
Penalty for exposing, 3885 
Plate, attachment, 3883 
Department to furnish, 3883 
Dirty, 3885 
Error as to, 3923 
Jllumination, 3888 
;\fotor bicycle, 3883 
Trucks, 3883 
Vehicle,3883 
Non-residents, 3885, 3886 
Obscured, 3885 
Penalty for defacing, 3884 
Duty, 3885 
Failure to attach, 3883 
To carry on motor bicycle, 3884 
On trailer, 3884 
To deliver, 3935 
To illuminate, 3888 
To return, 3884, 3935 
Improper placing, 3883 
Ohscuring, 3885 
Removal, 3884 
Using defaced, 3884 
Po~ition, 3883 
Possession may be secured, 3935 
Property of Crown, 3884 
Return, 3935 
To department, 3884 
Seizure, 3885 
Of motor vehicle without, 3921 
Trailer, 3883 
Use of other, 3884 
Obliteration, serial number, 3898 
Obstruction, interference with, 3901 
Offences, blasphemous or indecent lan-
guage, 3919 
Charging improper premium rate, 3941 
Chauffeur driving without license, 3894 
Dealing without license, 3897 
Defacing number plate, 3884 
Serial number, 3898 
Depositing glass, 3916 
Dirty number plate, 3885 
Driving for bet or wager, 3<JOO 
Under sixteen, 3917 
Drunkenness, 3919 
Employment of unlicensed person, 3894 
Exceeding speed limit, 3899 
Speed limit with solid tires, 3900 
Weight limits, 3903 
Excessive length, 3893 
Wiclth,3893 
Excess load, 3905 
Failure by chauffeur to produce license, 
3895 
By operator to carry license, 3926 
To produce license, 3926 
To assist in weighing, 3907 
To attach number plates, 3883 
To carry horn, 3893 
Lamps, 3887, 3888, 3890 
~lirror, 3891 
Name and address of owner, 3907 
Number plates on motor bicycle, 
3884 
On trailers, 3884 
Permit, 3905 
Reflector, 3907 
Sleigh bells, 3893 
Warning lights, 3914 
Windshjelcl wiper, 3891 
To deliver permit, 3935 
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Offences, cont'd 
Failure to furnish information of acci· 
dents, 3938 
To gi\·e information reused cars, 3898 
Name and address, 3916 
To keep records reused cars, 3898 
To mark overhanging loads, 3907 
To notify change of address, 3882 
Sale, 3884 
To produce inventory of weight, 3907 
License on hiring, 3918 
Permit, 3905 
To register, 3881 
To report accident, 3938 
Cars left two weeks, 3898 
Damaged cars, 3898 
To ret urn number plates, 3884 
Permit, 3935 
To scene of accident, 3916 
To set flares, 3914 
To weigh load, 3906 
False statement in application, 3882 
First , defined, 3924 
Frightening horse, 3915 
General penalty for, 3924 
Glaring lights, 3889 
Hiring without license, 3918 
Horse racing, 3919 
Improper attachment of trailer, 3893 
Auxiliary lamps, 3889 
Brakes, 3891 
Li~;thts on traction engine, 3889 
On trailer, 3889 
Loading, 3907 
Parking lights, 3889 
Placing of number plates. 3883 
Rear lamp, 3888 
Tires, 3892 
Interference with signs, 3901 
Negligl'nt driving, 3899 
Obscured number plates, 3885 
Obstruct ing constable, 3897 
Operating garage without licen~e. 3897 
Unlicensed parking place, 38Q7 
Used car lnt without license, 3897 
While license or permit suspended. 
3924 
Without license, 3926 
BIGH\V A Y TRAFFIC 
Parking, 3914 
Passing stationary street car, 3915 
Street car on left side, 3915 
Permitting person under sixteen to drive, 
3917 
Racing, 3900 
Reckless driving, 3899 
Removal of number plate, 3884 
Second defined, 392~ 
Selling when serial number obliterated, 
3898 
Shouting, 3919 
Slow driving, 3901 
Soliciting rides, 3916 
Storing without license, 3897 
Strong lights, 3889 
Third, defined. 3924 
Unreasonable noise, 3893 
Smoke, 3893 
Use of other nnmhP.r plate, 3884 
Of siren, 3893 
Using defaced number plate, 3884 
Violation of duties of traction engine, 
3914 
or rules of the road. 3913 
Wheel flanges. 3892 
Locking. 3892 
Officer, ~ee also peace officer. 
Arrest without warrant. 3920 
Detaining motor vehicle, 3920 
Duties after a rre<t. 3920 
Examination of vehicles. etc .. 389-1 
Inspection of brakes, 3890 
~fo,·ing parked cars, 3913 
:\'arne anrl address fumi~hin~:. 3916 
Obstruction. penalty for, 3897 
Production of license to. 3895. 3926 
Of permit to. 3904 
Prohibition of u~e of ,·ehicle. 3894 
Remm·al of loads. 390Ci 
Weighing of loads, 3906 ' 
Official sign defined, 3880 
Ontario Ga;ctte, demerit rating. 3941 
Onus of proof, negli;::ence. on whom. 3917 
Operation. re~ulation~ a~ to. 3882 
Operator defined. 3880 
Endorsement of licen~e. 3896 
License. duty to c:1rry. 3926 
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Operating record, 3940 
Penalty for failure to carry license, 3926 
For failure to produce license, 3926 
For operating while license suspended. 
3924 
Without license, 3926 
Rules of the road to be observed, 3908 
et seq. 
Order, payment in installments, 3934 
Report of, to Registrar, ~934 
Owner, appearance re faulty summons, 
3923 
Certification of conviction. 3922 
Family, proof of financial responsibility. 
3934 
Liability for damage, 3917 
For injury, 3917 
For penalties, 3916 
Name and addrtl$S to be given, 3916 
On vehicles, 3907 
Notice of change of address, 3882 
Onus of proof, 3917 
Penal ty for failure to carry name, 3907 
For failure to notify chan!.!c of addres~. 
3882 
To regi~t er, 3881 
Permit, 3881 
Proof of financial respoMibility, 3928 
Registration by, 3881 
Return of permit, e tc., by. 3935 
Summons after appearance to prove error, 
3923 
Suspension of permit, 3928 
Traction engine, liability, 3925 
Transfer of permit when suspended, 3936 
Verification of inventory of weight, 3906 
Voluntary proof of financial responsibil· 
ity, 3930 
Park, speed limit, 3899 
Parking exemptions, 3913 
Lights, 3913 
Lot, damaged vehicle, 3898 
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Entry and inspection, 3897 
License, 3896 
Penalty for operating without license, 
3897 
Regulations governing, 3897 
Temporary, 3896 
Vehicles left for two weeks, 3898 
Penalty for unlawful, 3914 
P rohibition, 3913 
Station, damaged vehicles left in , 3898 
Ent ry and inspection, 3897 
License, 3896 
Penalty for operating without license, 
3897 
Regulations governing, 3897 
Vehicles left for two weeks, 3898 
Passenger, liability for injury, 3917 
Onus of proof, 3917 
Peace officer, see also officer, 
Defined, 3880 
Inspection of brakes, 3890 
Of garages, etc., 3897 
Seizure of number plates, 3885 
Pedestrians, amber signal lights, 3909 
Green signal lights, 3909 
Reel s ignal lights, 3909 
Rights, 3909 
Penalties. application, 3922 
Application during prohibition, 3896 
Blasphemous or indecent language, 3919 
Charging improper premium rate, 3941 
Chauffeur driving wi thout license, 3894 
Confusing number plates, 3885 
Deal ing without licenses, 3897 
Defa cing number plate, 3884 
Serial number, 3898 
Deposi ting glass, 3916 
Dirty number plate, 3885 
Driving during prohibited period, 3896 
For bet or wager, 3900 
Under sixteen, 3917 
Drunkenness, 3919 
Employment of unlicensed person, 3894 
Exceeding speed limit, 3899 
Spe.;:d limit with solid tires, 3900 
Weight limits, 3903 
Excess ive length, 3893 
Width, 3893 
Penalties, cont'd 
Excess load, 3905 
Failure by chauffeur to produce license, 
3895 
By operator to carry license, 3926 
To produce license, 3926 
To assist in weighing, 3907 
To attach number plates, 3883 
To carry horn, 3893 
Lamps,3887,3890 
On bicycle or tricycle, 3888 
Mirror, 3891 
Name and address of owner. 3907 
Number plate on trailer, 3884 
Hcllcctor, 3907 
Sleigh bells, 3893 
Warning lights, 3914 
Windshield wiper, 3891 
To deliver permit, 3935 
T o furni sh informal ion of :tccidents, 
3938 
To give information re u~ed cars, 3898 
Name and address, 3916 
To keep records of used cars, 3898 
To mark overhanging loads, 3907 
To notify change of address, 3882 
or sale, 38f:4 
To produce inventory nf weight, 3907 
License on hiring, 3918 
Permit, 3905 
To register, 3881 
To report accident, 3938 
Cars left two weeks, 3898 
Damaged cars, 3898 . 
To return number plates, 3884 
Perm it, 3935 
To scene ol accident, 3916 
To set flares, 3914 
To weigh load, 3906 
False statement, 3882 
Frightening horse, 3915 
General, 3924 
Glaring lights, 3889 
Hiring without license, 3918 
Horse racing, 3919 
Improper attachment of trailer, 3893 




Lights on traction engine, 3889 
On trailer, 3889 
Loading, 3907 
Parking lights, 3889 
Placing of number plates, 3883 
Rear lamps, 3888 
Tires, 3892 
Interference with notices on bridges, 3901 
On highways, 3901 
Liability of drh·er for, 3917 
Of owner for, 3916 
Negligent driving, 3899 
:\o bar to action for damages, 3922 
Obscured number plate, 3885 
Obstructing constable, 3897 
Opcrnting during suspension, 3924 
Gara)!e without license, 3897 
r nlicensed parking place, 3897 
Used car lot without license, 3897 
\Yithout license, 3926 
Parking, 3914 
Passing stationary street car, 3915 
Street car on IP.ft side, 3915 
Permitring person under sixteen to drive, 
3917 
nacin~. 3900 
Rc obliterated serial numbers, 3898 
Recklrss driving, 3899 
Jti'COYery, 3922 
Removal of number pbtc, 3R8 ~ 
Shouting, 3919 
Slow dri,·ing, 3901 
Soliciting rides, 3916 
Storin~ without license, 3R97 
Strong lights, 3889 
Unreasonable noise, 3893 
Smoke, 3893 
Use of other number plate, 388+ 
or siren, 3893 
U$ing defaced number plates, 388-1 
Violation of duties of traction cngi uc, 
3914 
Of rules of the road, 3913 
Wheel flanges, 3892 
Lock ing, 3892 







Issuer's fees, 3881 
Loads, 3904 
Motor vehicle, 3881 
!\'loving heavy vehicles, 3903, 3904 
Number given, 3916 
Operation of motor vehicle to boundary. 
3929 
Without. what deemed, 3921 
Penalty for application during prohibi-
tion, 3896 
For failure to carry, 3905 
To deliver, 3935 
To produce, 3905 
To return, 3935 
For false statement, 3882 
For operation, while suspended, 3924 
Pos~"-•~ inn m~y he securctl. 3935 
Production, 3904 
Proof before issue or renewal, 3928, 3929, 
3930 
Records. 3939 





Serial number defaced, 3882 
Suspen~ion. 3881-3938 
Holdin~ durin~. 3896 
Trailer, 3881 
Transfer, 3882 
Transfer when suspended, 3936 
When not suspended, 3930 
Police commissioners, repeal of inconsist· 
ent by-laws, 3921 
Police constable, see constable 
Constable, detaining motor vehicle. 3920 
Duties after arrest, 3920 
Inspection of hrakes, 3890 
Production of license to, 3895 
Of permit to, 3904 
Department, siren on vehicle, 3893 
Vehicle, approved, 3912 
Officer, investigation of accidents, 3938 
Peace officer, 3880 
Possession of permits, etc., to be taken, 
3935 
Report of accidents to, 3937, 3938 
Of fatal accident , 3938 
Re vehicles in accidents, 3898 
Trustees, repeal of. inconsistent by-laws, 
3921 
Policy, cancellation, notice of, 3937 
Certified copy to be furnished, 3941 
Form,3937 
Power of attorney, acceptance of service, 
3933 
Prohibition, from driving, 3896 
Penalty for application for license dur· 
ing, 3896 
Proof of financial responsibil ity additional, 
3932 
After accident, 3930 
Suspension for certain offences, 3928 
For unsatisfied judgment, 3929, 3930 
Amount, 3931, 3932 
Before licensing young or old persons. 
3930 
Bond.3932 
Certificate of insurance, refusal of, 3937 
Of insurer. 3931, 3932 




In formation re, 3935 
::\Tember of owner's family, 3934 
Non-resJdent, 3928, 3932 




Of permit on failure to furnish, 3935 
Suhstitution, 3936 
Voluntary filing, 3930 
Waiver, 3936 
Public service corporation, auxiliary lamps 
on vehicles. 3889 
Utility, emergency vehicle, approach, 
3912 
Public Vehicle Act, referred to. 3896 
Public vehicle defined, 3880 
Speed limit. 3900 
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Racing, horse, penalty for, 3919 
Penalty, 3900 
Suspension for conviction, 3928 
Railway crossing. speed limit , 3899 
Reckless driving defined, 3899 
Penalty, 3899 
Suspension for conviction, 3928 
Recognizance not to operate vehicle, 3921 







Persons proving financial responsibility, 
3940 
Registrar to keep, 3939 
Reeve, peace officer, 3880 
Reflector, penalty for failure to carry, 3907 
Position, 3907 
When permitted, 3887, 3890 
Registrar, abstracts of operating records, 
3935 
Agent for service of non-residents, 3919 
Annual report to lllinister, 3940 
Appeal from decision re demerit rating, 
3941 
Application of bonds, 3933 
Appointment, 3881 
Approval of bonds re financial responsi· 
bility, 3932 
Of insurer's certificate re financial re· 
sponsibility, 3932 
Certification of copies of documents, 3923 
Premium rate, 3941 
Classification of drivers, 3940 
Defined, 3880 
Direction to seize permits, 3935 
Duties, 3881, 3939, 3940 
Fees for abstracts, 3935 
Filing proof of financial responsibility, 
3930 
Forms supplied by. 3939 
Information re accidents, 3938 
Furnished hy, 3935 
Investigations by, 3939 
Notice re cancellation of insurance, 3937 
HIGHWAY TRAFFIC 
Re convictions outside Ontario, 3928 
To insurers, 3930 
Notification of default of insurer, 3933 
or judgments again!! non-residents, 
3935 
Power of attorney re service, 3933 
Proof re default in payments, 3934 
Financial responsibility to, 3928 
Publiration of demerit rating, 3941 
Reclassification for demeri t rating:, 3941 
Records kept, 3939 
Report of fa tal accidents to, 3938 
or judgments to. 3934 
Stati~tics furnished by, 3939 
, Registration fees, 3881 
l\Iotor vehicles, 3881 
i{ew vehicle without safety glass, 3892 
Non-residents, 3885, 3886 
Penalty for omission, 3881 
Regulations re, 3882 
Trailers, 3881 
Regulations, suhject matter, 3882, 3887, 
3890, 3894, 3897, 3900, 3907, 3926, 
3939, 3940 
Renewal, registration, regulations re, 3882 
Repair shop, vehicles involved in accidents 
left in, 3898 
Vehicles left for t wo weeks, 3898 
Report, accidents, 3937, 3938 
Registrar's annual, 3940 
To Registrar, 3934 
Restoration, licenses and permits, 3934 
Revocation for misconduct, 3896 
Reward, apprehension of thieves, 3921 
Rides, penalty for soliciting, 3916 
Right-of-way, who has, 3908 
Rules of the road, amber signal light, 3909 
Approach of ambulance. 3912 
or fire department vehicle, 3912 
Police department vehicle, 3912 
Public utility vehicle, 3912 
Bicycles, 3912 
Commercial motor vehicle's headway, 3912 
Driving in lanes, 3911 
following commercial motor vehicle, 
3912 
Fire department vehicle, 3913 
Green signal light, 3909 
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Rule« of thr road, cont'd 
Left-hnnd turn, 3908 
~lectin~; bicycle~ or tricyrlt~, 3911 
Vel•icles and horsemen, 3911 
One-way traffic, 3911 
Overtaken bicycles and tri=ycle•, 3912 
\'chirl<'" ancl horsemen, 3911 
Pnrkinf!, 3913 
p,, .. ~in~:. 3912 
Pcde5trian~' duties, 3909 
nip;ht•, 3909 
Penalty for violation, 3913 
Reel ~i::n:tl li:;ht, 3909 
ltight-hund turn, 3908 
Tii!(ht-of-wny, 3908 
Sip;nal for lcft -hnnd turn. 3908, 3909 
Sip;ns forbidding turns, 3910 
Stoppin:: to prrmit pns~np;r, 3912 
Stops at t hrou~:h hip;hwnys, 3910 
Strcrt <'ar, pnct<in:; on lrft, 3915 
l'n•sinp; ctnndinp;, 3914 
Tr:trtinn rnp;ines. 3914 
Safrty l!ln•• tlcfinccl. 3880 
Zonrs. clutit•• "hen pa••inr. 3914 
Gl:ts<, usc, 3892 
S:!lc, nrw motor whirlc ''i thout safety 
,:Ia••. 3892 
PcnaJt,· for failure to notify, 3881 
Scalr-. portable. 3906 
Weij!hinp; of load•. 3906 
Schedule. forms, 3942 
Sl'rontl-hnntl dr:tl<'r•, rc<'ord•. 3R97 
Stat!'mrnts, 3898 
Second ofTrnce defined, 3921 
Securitirs drpo~itcd re finnrrial re .. ponsi· 
bility, 39:l2, 3933 
RC'Iurn, 3936 
S\'cnrity, cost• of non·resid!'nts, 3919 
Not to operate vehicle, 3921 
Production of motor vrhicle, 3920 
Seizure, motor vehicle, 3920 
Xumbcr plate, 3885 
Serial nnmber, drfncinJ!. 3!!98 
Ohlit<'rntion, 3882 
Tmnsfcr whrn ohlitcrntC'tl. 3R9R 
Scnicl', non-rc•idcnt•. 3919 
or summon•. 3921, 3922 
Powrr of attornry rc. 3933 
S tations, licenses, 3897 
Regulations rc, 3253 
Sheriff, peace officer, 3880 
Shouting, penalty, 3919 
Signals, amber light, 3909 
Approval for systems, 3910 
Green light, 3909 
Left-band turn, 3908, 31)()1) 
:\lechanical, 3908 
Position of lights, 3910 
Red light5, 3909 
Siren, penalty for improper usc, 3893 
\\;' hen permitted, 3893 
Sleigh bcll5, 3893 
Slow dri1•ing definetl, 3901 
Penalty, 3901 
Smoke, escape, 3892 
Penalty for unreasonable escape, 3892 
Solid tires defined, 3880 
Speed limit , bridg«.'s, 3000 
By-luws clccreasing, 3899 
Increasing. 3898 
City, 3898 
Exhibition grounds, 3899 
Fire dcpanment vehicle•, 3899 
Highway, 3899 
.'lotices in town~hip~. 3899 
On bridge", 3900, 3901 
Passing l'afcty Z<'ne•. 3914 
Penalty for e"ccedin!!. 3899 
With solid tirt••. 3900 
With traction cn1.1ine. 3925 
Public parks. 3899 
Vehicle with ~olid tire~. 3900 
Railway level crossin!!. 3899 
Slow, 3901 
Suspension for convict ion for exceed in~;, 
3928 
Town, 3898 
Traction engine, 392 ~ 
Vehicle equipped with solid tire~, 3900 
Village, 3898 
Standard premium rate defined, 3941 
State tlt"fined. 3927 
States to which Act C'-tended. 3929 
Su•pcr.sion for conviction in. 3928 
For unsatisfied juclj!ment. 3929 
Statement, penalty for false, 3882 
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Statistics, accident, 3939 
Statutory declaration as evidence, 3936 
For return of bond, 3936 
Stealing, rewards for capture of persons, 
3921 
Street car, duties on approaching, 3914 
Passing on left side, 3915 
Penalty for passing, 3915 
Rules of road observed, 3908 et seq. 
Streets, lighted, lamps on, 3887 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to, 3922 
Summons, new, to owner appearin;; on 
faulty summons, 3923 
Proof of error in issue, 3923 
Time for service, 3921, 3922 
St:pcriutendent of insurance, approval of 
policies, 3937 
Defined, 3927 
Notification re default of insurer. 3933 
Suspcn~ion, accident, 3930 
Chauffeur driving without licPn~e. 3894 
Confusing number plate, 3885 
Convictions out of Ontario, 3928 
Which require, 3928 
Defacing number plate, 3884 
Default in payment of judgment, 3934 
Depositing glass, 3916 
Dirty number plate, 3885 
Driving for bet or wager, 3900 
Empl'lyment of unlicensed person, 3894 
Exceeding speed limit, 3899 
Speed limit, with solid tires, 3900 
Weight limits, 3903 
Excess load, 3905 
Failure by chauffeur to produce license, 
3895 
13y operator to ca~ry license, 3926 
Produce license, 3926 
To assist in weighing, 3907 
To attach number plates, 3883 
To carry horn, etc., 3893 
Lights, 3887 
Mirror, 3891 
Name and address, 3908 
Permit, 3905 
Reflector, 3908 
Warning lights, 3914 
~' inclshiclcl wiper, 3891 
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To give name and address, 3916 
To mark overhanging loads, 3907 
To notify of sale, 3884 
To produce inventory of weight, 3907 
License on hiring, 3918 
Permit, 3905 
To register, 3!l82 
To report accident, 3938 
To return to scene of accident, 3916 
To satisfy judgment, 3929,3930. 
To set flares, 3914 
To weigh load, 3906 
Frightening horse, 3915 
False statemrnt in application, 3882 
For driving while intoxicated, 3918 
Garage license, 3897 
Glaring li~hts, 3889 
Hiring without license, 3918 
Improper auxiliary lamps, 3889 
Brakes, 3091 
Lights on traction engine, 3890 
On trailer, 3890 
Loading, 3907 
Parking lights, 3889 
Plncing of number plates, 3883 
Rear lamp, 3888 
Tires, 3892 
Interference with signs, 3901 
Misconduct, 3896 
Negligent driving, 3899 
Obscured number plate, 3885 
Offence after Class "C" demerit rating, 
3941 
Parking. 3914 
Lot or sta tion license, 3897 
Pnssing sta tionary street car, 3915 
Street car on left side, 3915 
Racing, 3900 
Reckless driving, 3899 
Removal of number plate, 3884 
Slow driving, 3901 
Soliciting rides, 3916 
Strong lights, 3889 
Unnecessary noise, 3893 
Smoke, 3893 
Until additional proof re financial re· 
sponsibility filed, 3932 
Used car lot license, 3897 
HJGH\V A Y TRAFFIC 
Suspension, cont'd 
Use of siren, 3893 
Using defaced numher plate, 3884 
Other number plate, 3884 
Violation of rules of the road, 3913 
Wheel flanges, 3892 
Locking, 3892 
Tacks, penalty for depositing, 3916 
Test, vehicles, 3894 
Third offence defined, 3924 
Threshing machines, exemption. 3925 
Width,3893 
Through highway defined, 3910 
Marking, 3910 
Stops at, 3910 
Time, act ion for damages, 3922 
Action for death, 3922 
Counterclaim, 3922 
Service of summons, 3921, 3922 
Tires, composi tion, 3891 
Defective, 3891 
Penalty for improper, 3892 
Solid, speed of vehicle equipped, 3900 
Weight on, 3902 
Width, 3902, 3903 
Town, by-laws fixing speed lim!t, 3898, 3899 
For load limit, 3905 
Rate of speed, 3898 
Townships, by-laws reducing speed limit, 
3899 




On bridges, 3925 
Penalties, 3925 
Ru1es of the road observed, 3914 
Speed, 3924 
Weight, 3924 
Wheels, cleats on, 3925 
Width,3924 
Width,3893 




Lamps, 3887, 3888, 3889 
Load,3904 
Loading, 3907 
Name and address of owner, 3907 
Number plate, 3883 
Permit, 3881 
Prohibition of use, 3894 
Reflectors, 3887, 3907 
Registration, 3881. 
By dealers, 3882 
Tires, 3891 
Width of tires, 3903 
Transfer, permit, when suspended, 3936 
Regist ration, 3882 
Treasurer, action in name of, 3934 
Applicat ion of funds deposited, 3933 
Certificate re financial responsibility, 
3932 
Defined, 3927 
Return of money and securities, 3936 
Tricycle, bell, gong or horn, 3892 
Lamps, 3887 
Reflectors: 3887 
Rules of :he road observed, 3908 et seq. 
White markings, 3887 
Turns, see also rules of the road 
Undertaking, re certain defences, 3933 
To appear, 3933 
Used car lot, damaged vehicle left in, 3898 
Entry and inspection, 3897 
License, 3896 
Penalty for operating without license, 
3897 
Regulations governing, 3897 
Vehicles left for two weeks, 3898 
Vehicle, defined, 3880 
Length, 3893 
Load limits, 3905 
l\•[oving, when parked, 3913 
Overhanging loans, 3907 
Parking, 3913 
Prohibition of use, 3894 
Solid tires, speed, 3900 
Tires, 3892 
Weight, 3901, 3902 
Wheel flanges, 3892 
Locking, 3892 
Width,3893 




Rate of speed, 3898 
Wager, penalty for driving on, 3900 
Warden, peace officer, 3880 
Warrant, arrest without, 3920 . 
Weighing, device in lieu of scales, 39(16 
Inventory in lieu of, 3906 
Order for, 3906 
Penalty for failure to assist in, 3906 
Scales, 3906 
Weight, limits, 3901, 3903 
Limits on bridges, 3903 
Traction engine, 3924 
Wheels, cleats on traction engines. 3924, 
3925 
F1anges on, 3892 
Locking, 3892 
Penalty for flanges on, 3892 
For locking, 3892 
For unlawful, on traction engines, 3925 
Wiuth, on tracti<•n engines, 3924 
Width, maximum, 3893 
Penalty for excessive, 3893 
Windshield wiper, motor vehicle. 3891 
Penalty for failure to carry, 3891 
Witness, corroborating, 3923 
Name and address to he supplied, 3916 
Wrecker, see auto wrecker 
HIGITWA YS, MINISTER OF; see EXECU-
Tli'E COU:-ICIL; LECISLATrVE ASSE~IBLY 
HIRE RECEIPTS; see CONDITtO:-IAL SALES 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES 
IIOME WORK; see FACTORY, SHOP AND 
OFF'ICE JlUILDINC 
HORSE; see CORONERs; ooc TAX AND LJ~r; 
STOCK PIIOTECTION; HICHIVAY IM· 
PROVEMENT; HJCIIWAY TRAFFIC; IN· 
JURED ANtMALS; MUNICIPAL; STAL· 
LION 
HORSE BREEDERS' ASSOCIATION; seP-
ACRICULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS; STAL-
LION 
HORSEMEN; see HICIIWAY TRAFFIC 
HORSE.IIIEN'S ASSOCIATION; see 
AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATIOl"S 
HORSE RACING; see CORPORATIONS TAX; 
ENTRY OF HORSES AT EXHIBITIONS; 
TRAV EI. LI:-IC SHOWS 
HORTICULTURAL EXHIBITIONS; see 
AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATIOI'\S; HOR'tl· 
CULTURAL SOCIETIES; MUNICIPAL; 
TRAVELLING SHOWS 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES; see also 
AGnJC ULTURAL ASSOCIATIONS; ACRI· 
CULTUR .~L COLLEGE; AGRICULTURAL 
SOCIETIES; ASSESSME:>OT 
Affidavit verifying annual reports, 1106 
Agriculture and Arts Act, referred to, 1101 
Appeal to Lieut.-Gov., 1101 
HIS :\TAJESTY; see INTERPRETATIOl" Arbitration, appointment of a~bitrators, 1107 
On dissolution of union society, 1107 
HOISTING ENGINEERS; see OPER,ITINC Arbitrator, County Judge may appoint, ll07 
E KCI:'<EERS Arbitrntors, appointment of, 1107 
Assets, disposal of, on dissolution, 1105 
HOISTS; see BUILDII'\C TRADES PROTF:CTION; or union society, 1107 
FACTORY, SHOP A~D OFFICE BUILD" Auditors, appointment of,ll03 
INC; MINI!'\C; MUNICIPAL Term of office of, 1103-1106 
To be appointed at annual meeting, 1106 
HOLIDAY; see FACTORY, SIIOP AND OFFICE Audits, to certif}• annual statement, 1105 
BUILDING; INTERPRETATION; LIQUOR By-laws, alteration of, 1106 
CO:>OTROL; ONF: DAY'S REST IN SEVEN; 
PAWNBROKERS; PUBLIC REVENUE; 
REGISTRY • 
Company, representation of, ll02 
Constables, appointment of, 1108 
Duties of, 1108 I 
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HORTICULT URAL SOCIETIES 
Declaration, form of, 1110 
Form of, on organization, 1102 
To be filed with t.linister, 1102 
When to be filed, 1102 
Department, defined, 1101 
Directors, first meeting of, 1106 
Number, 1103 
Power to act, 1106 
Powers of, on deducting fraud, 1108 
Respecting grants, 1106 
Qualification for, 1103 
Quorum of, 1106, 1110 
Special meeting of, 1109 
Term of office of, 1103 
To appoint sec'y·treas., 1103 
To fix place of annual meeting, 1104 
Time of annual meeting, 1104 
Treasurer's security, 1110 
To report at annual meeting, 1105 
To scrutinize security, 1110 
When deemed trustees of assets, 1105 
Documents, prod net ion of, 1101 
Exhibition, accommodation for, 1108 
\"'l1ere to be held, 1108 
Form of declaration, 1110 
Fraud, eiTect of, by exhibitor, 1108 
Funds. expending of. by society, l 104 
Grant, apportionment of, 1107 
By municipality in aid, 1110 
When may be made, 1110 
Failure to hold meeting, 1105 
Forfeiture of, 1104 
Limit of, 1108 
Limit of, to societies, 1102 
When society entitled to, 1107 
Grants, to be expended by directors, 1106 
To be received by directors, 1106 
When not deemed receipts, 1104 
Inspection of hooks and accounts, 1101 
Inspector may be appointed, 1101 
May summon witnesses, 1101 
1\Ieeting annual, failure to hold, nos 
Annual. notice of, 1104 
Petition to hold, 1105 
Place of, 1104 
Report of directors at, ll05 
Statement of accounts at, 1105 
To appoint auditors, 1106 
To elect officers, 1105 
When to be held, ll04 
Who may vote at, 1104, 1109 
First, calling of, 1102 
Notice of, 1102 
To appoint auditors, ll03 
To elect directors, 1103 
To elect officers, 1103 
When to be held, 1102 
Special, how callable, 1109 
or directors, 1109 
To elect officers, 1109 
Of directors, how callable, 1106 
Meetings, quorum at, 1103 
Member, may he incorporated company, 1102 
Members who may vote, 1109 
:'IIembership, number required, 1102 
Qualification for, 1102 
1\linister, defined, 1101 
Decision of, final, 1101 
:l!ay appoint inspector, 1101 
i\lay fix time of meeting, 1105 
Powers of, 1105 
To settle disputes, 1101 
:Vfunicipality, grant by, 1110 
When may make grant, 1110 
Notice of annual meeting, 1104 
or annual meeting, how given, 1104 
or first meeting, how given, 1102 
or special meeting of directors, 1109 
Officers, election of, 1109 
Liability of, 1110 
Penalty for obstructing, 1108 
To be appointed, 1106 
To be elected, 1103 
To continue in office, 1109 
To file annual statement, 1107 
To fill vacancies, 1109 
Officials of society to produce books, 1101 
Organization of society, procedure on, 1102 
Penalty fnr obstructing officers, 1108 
How recoverable, 1108 
:,'\[onies recovered from, nos 
Petition for f!issolution. 1106 
Production of documents, 1101 
Quorum, at meetings, 1103 
At meetings of directors, 1106 
Of directors at meetings: 1110 
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Receipts, when to include grants, 1104 
Regubtions, alteration of, 1106 
Report, certification of, on organization,ll03 
Of directors at annual meeting, 1105 
What to contain, 1105 
On organization, filing of, 1103 
What to contain, 1103 
Reports, failure to comply with directions, 
1106 
On approval, to be filed, 1106 
To be recorded, 1106 
To be on prescribed forms, 1106 
Verification of, 1106 
When to be filed, 1106 
Sec'y·treas. may be managing director, 1103 
Term of office, 1103 
To be member of all committees, 1103 
Security of treasurer, fixed by directors, 1110 
To be provided by treasurer, 1110 
SocietiPs, continuation of, llOl 
Limit of grant to, 1102 
~lay disseminate periodicals, 1104 
l\lay distribute seeds, etc., 1104 
~fode of organization of, 1102 
To hold exhibitions, 1104 
Where three, may be organized, 1102 
Where two may be organized, 1102 
Society, assets of, on dissolution,ll05 
Defined, 1101 
Forfeiture of grant, 1104 
Hnw may expend funds , 1104 
1'\o joint exh!bitions, 1104 
Objects of, 1103 
Organization of new, 1106 
Provincial grant to, 1107 
Status of, 1103 
Union, dissolution of, 1106 
When deemed dissoh·ed, 1107 
\'\' hen deemed dissolved, 1105 
Organized, 1103 
Where may be organized, 1101 
Statement, annual , to be held, 1107 
Of accounts. at annual meeting, 1105 
Certified by auditors, 1105 
Subscription, payment of, after poll de· 
clared open, 1109 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to, 1108 
Superintendent, defined, 1101 
To authorize calling first meeting, 1102 
Treasurer, re-appointment of, 1110 
Security of, 1110 
' To give security, 1110 
Trustees, when directors to be, 1105 
Vacancies, in office, how filled, 1109 
When no quorum, 1109 
Vote, who may, at annual meeting, 1104 
Who may, at election, 1109 
Witnesses, summoning of, 1101 
IIOSPJTALS; see ASSESS~IENT; ELECTIO!\S; 
IIICIIWAY TRAFFIC; LIQUOR CONTROL; 
ME:'< TAL HOSPITALS; MU;<;!Cil'AL; 
NURSES' REGISTRATION; PRIVATE !lOS· 
l'llALSj PRIVATE SAl\"ITARJA; PSYCUIA-
TRIC HOSPITALS; PUBLIC TIEALTI!; 
PUilLIC liOSPIT.\LS; PUBLIC LAJ'i11S; 
SANATORIA FOR CONSUMPTIVES; TO· 
ROI'\TO CENERAL JIOSI'ITAL; VENEREAL 
DISEASES PnEI'ENT IOl\" 
HOSPITALS FOR EPILEPTICS; se~ 
MEl'T,\L HOSPITALS 
HOSPITALS FOR INCURABLES; see 
l'lJBI.IC HOSPITALS 
HOTEL FIRE ACCIDENTS PREVENTION 
Access to stairways or ladders, 4200 
Additional requirements, by-laws as to, 4202 
Balconies, design of, 4200 
Doors opening on to, 4200 
Erection of, 4199 
Floor level of, 4200 
Location of, 4200 
Windows opening on to, 4200 
Bedrooms, notice as to fire escapes, 4200 
By-laws, powers of municipality, 4202 
Conviction not bar to fnrther charge, 4201 
Doors, constrnction of, 4200 
Exits, balconies adjacent to, 4199 
lnd ication of, 4200 
Exterior doors, canst ruction of, 4200 
Fire escapes, indication of, 4200 
Fireproof Luilclings, exception as to, 4201 
llotel, defined, 4199 
Tnsiclo stairways, acce~s to, 4200 
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Inside stairways, cont'd 
As substitute, 4199 
Inspector, defined, 4199 
Lessee, penalty for contravention of Act, 
4201 
Municipal corporations, by-laws of, 4202 
Night watchman, employment of, 4201 
Notices as to fire escapes, where posted, 
4200 
Office, notice as to fire escapes, 4200 
Outside stairways, access to, 4200 
Design of, 4199 
Distance from ground, 4199 
How attached, 4199 
Location of, 4199 
Number of, 4199 
Strength of, 4199 
Substitution for, 4199 
Owner, duty as to stairways, 4201 
Penalty for contravention of Act, 4201 
Penalties, contravention of Act, 4201 
Recovery of, 4201 
Placards, display of, 4200 
Proprietor, duty as to stairways, 4201 
Penalty for contravention of Act, 4201 
Red lights, use of, 4200 
Ropes, exception as to fu-eproof buildings. 
4201 
How secured, 4201 
Position of. 4201 
Pmvision of, 4201 
Sleeping apartments, notice as to fire escapes 
4200 
Summc.ry Convicitions Act, referred to, 4201 
Windows, construction of, 4200 
Opening of, 4201 
HOTEL KEEPERS; see INNKEEPERS 
HOTELS; see FACTORY, SHOP AND OFFICE 
BUILDING; CAME AND FISHEIUESj 
HOTEL FIRE ACCIDENTS PREVENTION; 
I NNKEEPERS; LIQUOR CONTROL; ONE 
DAY'S REST IN SEVEN j STANDARD 
HOTEL nECIS'fRATION OF CUESTS 
HOUR; see DEFINITION OF TIME 
HOURS OF LABOUR; see APPRENTICE· 
SIIIP; CO~IMERCIAL VEHICLES; FAC· 
TORY, SHOP AND OFFICE BUILDI NC j 
CO\' ERNMENT CONTRACTS HOURS AND 
WACESj INDUSTRIAL STANDAR DS; MIN· 
IMUM WAC£; MI NING ; MUNICIPAL; 
ONE DAY'S REST IN SEVEN; PUDLIC 
\'EIIICLEj RAILWAY; WOODMEN'S EM• 
PLOYMENT 
HOUSE OF INDUSTRY ; see ASSESSMENT; 
HOUSES OF IIEFUCE 
HOUSE OF PUBLIC ENTERTAIN-
llfENT ; see LIQUOR CONTROL 
HOUSES OF REFUGE; see a!~ ANAT· 
O~I Y; ASSESSMENT; CORONERS; DIS-
TRICT HOUSES OF REFUGE j ELECTIONS; 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Accounts, what to be kept, 4781 
Ages, children, two to sixteen, excluded, 
4782 
Agreement, county with city or town, 4777 
Naming corporation to receive grant, 4778 
Providing board o( management, 4778 
Re joint house of refuge, 4777 
Assembly, ratification order-in-council, 4783 
Assent of electors, when not required re 
borrowings, 4779 
Board of management, agreement may pro-
vide, 4778 
Application of inmates' earnings, 4780 
Appointment of officers by, 4778 
Composition in county, 4778 
Composition, joint house of refuge, 4778 
Purchase of materials by, 4780 
Requiring inmates to work, 4779 
Rules and regulations by, 4778 
Sale of manufactured articles, 4780 
Borrowings, assent of electors unnecessary, 
4779 
Buildings, approval of inspector re, 4777 
Children, aged two to sixteen not received, 
4782 
Application of inmates' earnings for, 4i80 
City, establishment by, 4777 
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Committal of indigent persons, 4780 
Who may be committed, 4781 
Compensation for damages, carrying works 
over intervening lands, 4779 
Consolidated revenue fund, grant to coun-
ties from, 4782 
Corporation, transfer of inmates' proJ:erty 
by,4781 
Transfer of inmate's property to, 4731 
Councillors, when member board of man-
agement, 4778 
Councils, application of inmate's earnings, 
4780 
Appointment of officers by, 4778 
Powers re sewerage, 4779 
Re water and electricity, 4779 
Purchase of materials by, 4780 
Requiring inmates to work, 4779 
Rules and regulations by, 4778 
Sale of manufactured articles by, 4780 
County, composition, board of management, 
4778 
Establishment by, 4777 
County Court Judge, approval of transfer 
of property, 4780 
Approval to conveyance, mortgage, etc., 
4781 
Vesting inmate's property in corporation, 
4781 
Department of Public TfT el/are Act, refer-
red to, 4777 
Electricity, carrying works over intervening 
lands, 4779 
Compensation for damages, rc, 4779 
Contracts for, 4779 
Establishment, by city, 4777 
By every county, 4777 
By separated town, 4777 
Joint house of refuge, 4777 
Feeble-minded persons, commiual of, 4781 
Detention, when females, 4782 
Grant, agreement naming corporation to 
receive, 4778 
Amount of, 4783 
Inspector's report prior to, 4 783 
Heat, contracts for supply of. 4779 
HOUSES OF REFUGE 
Indigent persons, committal and detention 
of, 4780 
Inmates, application of earnings of, 4780 
Conveyance by corporation, 4781 
Feeble-minded females special provisions 
re, 4782 
Inspector's order discharging, 4780 
Order County Court Judge re transfer, 
4780 
Punishment of refractory, 4782 
Requiring work by, 4779 
Rules and regulations re, 4778 
Transfer of property by, 4780 
Transfer remainder to personal represen-
tatives, 4781 
Vesting property in corporation, 4781 
Inspection by inspector, 4782 
Report to i\!inister Public Welfare, 4782 
Inspector, approval alteration or sale, 4777 
Approval joint house of refuge, 4 777 
Approval plans and site, 4777 
Defined, 4777 
Order discharging inmates, 4780 
Report of inspection by, 4782 
Report prior to grant, 4783 
J oint House of Refuge, agreement, corpor-
ation to receive grant, 4778 
Agreement re board of amanagement, 
4778 
Amount of grant to, 4783 
Composition board of management, 4778 
County and city or town, 4777 
Establishing wi th inspector's approval, 
4777 
Location of, 4777 
Legislative grant, agreement naming corpor-
ation to receive, 4778 
A moun! of, 4783 
Inspector's report prior to, 4783 
Lieut.-Gov., aid to counties by, 4782 
Approval, rules and regulat ions, 4779 
ll1ay prescribe re accounts, 4i81 
Location, joint house of refuge, 4777 
~!<Ji ntenance, transfer of inmate's property 
for, 4780 
M2tron, appointment, duties and salary, 
4778 
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HOUSES OF REFUGE 
l\laror, when member boar.l of manage-
ment, 4778 
Mental Hospitals Act, referred to, 4781 
Municipal Act, referred to, 4779 
Officers, appointment, dutic> and salary, 
4778 
Order-in-Council, inspector's report prior 
to, 4783 
Ratification by Asscmblr, 4783 
Re grants, 4783 
Personal rcprcsentath·cs, tra~sfer, inmatrs 
property to, 4781 
Plans, approval by inspector, ·~777 
Poor persons, commillal of, 4781 
Property, transfer by inmates, 4780 
Punishment, of refractory inmates, 4782 
Regulations, approval by Lieut.-Gov., 4779 
Power of board of manngement re, 4778 
Power of council re, 4778 
Report, of inspector, 471!2 
Of inspector prior to grant, 4783 
Residence, break in, effect on liability, 4782 
Imprisonment not reckoned. 4782 
Rules, approval of Lieut.·Cof., 4779 
Power of board of management re, 4778 
Powt•r of council re, 4778 
Separated town, establishment by, 4777 
Sewerage system, agreements for connec-
tion, 4i79 
Carrying works over intervening lancls. 
4779 
Compensation for damages re, 4779 
Site, approval by inspector, 4777 
Superintendent, appointment, duties and 
salary, 4778 
Transfer of property, appro\al of county 
judge re, 4780 
Death of inmate, 4780 
Inmates to corporation, 4780 
Warden, when member board of manage-
ment, 4778 
Warrant of commiuaJ, re indigent persons. 
4780 
W:llcr, carrying works O\'er intervening 
lands, 4ii9 
Compensation or damages re, 47i9 
Contracts for supply of, 4779 
Wife, application of inmates' earnings f?r, 
4780 
Work, inmates required to, 4781 
Requiring inmates to, 4780 
HOUSING; see the Ontario Housing Act, 
1919, and the Municipal Housing 
Act, 1920, neither of which Acts 
appear in this re\·ision. 
Jlt;~TlNC; see CA)IE AND FISHERIES 
HUSBAND AND WIFE; see ADOPTION; 
CONVEY A '\'CII'\C A :'\D LAW OF PROPER· 
TY; DEPENDANTS' RELIEF; DESERTED 
WIVES' AND CIIILDREN'S MAINTEN· 
ANCE; EVIOENCE; FATAL ACCIDENTS; 
INFA:'\TS i MARRIED WOMEN'S PROP· 
ERTY; ~IATRIMONIAL CAUSES 
HYDRANTS; sec LOCAL IMPnovE~JENTS; 
~IUNICII'AL; PUBLIC UTILITIES 
HYDRO-ELECTRIC; see ARliiTRATtON; 
ASSESSME'\T; FACTORY, SHOP AND 
OFFICE DUILDINC; IIYDRO-ELECTRIC 
NECLICEJSCE; MUNICIPAL; MUNICIPAL 
ELECTRIC RAILWAY; MUNICIPAL FRAN· 
CllJSES i POWER CO~IMISSION; POWER 
CO)I\JJSSIO'\' INSURANCE; PUBLIC 
UTILITIES; PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORA· 
TIO:'IS; PUBLIC SERVICE WORKS ON 
IIICilWA\'S; PURLIC WORKS; RURAL 
IIYDRO·ELECTRIC DISTR:BUTION; RURAL 
POWER DISTRICT LOANS j RURAL POW• 
ER DISTRtCT SERVICE CIIARCE; WATER 
1'01\'EUS RECULATtON 
HYDRO ELECTniC .NECLIGE~CE 
Action, consent of Auorney General to 
commence, 1017 
Electric railways, actions for negligence of, 
1017 
.\'egli;encc, actions for, 1017 
ICE; sec rLOLIC Il EAL Til; SNOW AND ICE 
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